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Creating Design Excellence

The unique setting which is the classroom is an expres-don of who you

and your students are. Its organization reflects how you bring all your

experience and training tp bear in ap effort to create a learning environ-

ment. This setting'includes- all'the gems of your experience in education.

The GEMS book is composed ofinodl)les on topics which are the "gems" of

gifted education. They are the basics for a differentiated education.

Have you ever bought, borrowed, er stolen a,program, or even a single

unit that you used in its original form? Has it not always been necessary

to adapt it to your particular needs? We have found that just asstudents

have individual needs, teachers do also. Recognizing that this is true of
dr,

most educators, we are presenting you with information on the components of

a program for gifted students and suggesting that you adapt it to form the

unique setting that is your classrOom. Like a master jeweler, you must cut

apd moent these gems to show ofr their brilliance in your own unique setting.

The first step in this process of achieving design excellence is mastery

of the basic material. Each module presents information Lu be mastered and an'

:activity to demonstrate that mastery* Only as the pieces are-Completed can

they fallpinto places. The information is best digested over a period of

several weeks. When the components are familiar, the design of the unit plan

can follow. This final product is completed, however, only with a large

measure of yout creativity.

The theme of a unit is the perspective you, the teacher, select to take.

Almost any perspective is acceptable as ldng as it can includde the basic

infortation-(curriculum), and it is a topic you are ipterested in. Since

the emphasis in gifted education is on the process, a model or tool which
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might be generalizable is most appropriate for the 'home. "The election

of a president" for example, would be More appropl.-te than "The election

of Calvin Coolidge". Other exampls follow:

Content Theme

Electricity

Mythology How man explains the unicno4n

Evolution Causes of change

How cultures influence each other

Recreating history - Historical Fiction

Efficient usage of electricit.!

Western Europe

Middle Ages

4

Some clasSes have the opportunity to use interdisciplinary themes.

Almost anything will do butterflies,,green, popcorn. Dften'the more

fanciful the topic, the more interesting its application to the various

disciplines. In addition, the interdisciplinary effect allows students the

breadth they needto create unique products.

The distinguishing characteristic of gifted education is that immifor-

mation is, no longer being gathered for ay.licatioh. Instead, information

is being'mastered forhe piirpose of production. The chief characteristic
a

of the gifted the ability to think at higher cognitive levels necessitates

a program aimed at finding a productive outlet.

As a result of completing this program you will pro.ltIce one un t and

have gained the skills to complete many other,;. Tr7 develninwnt of your

unit will follow a sequence of your ov,r1 choosing. The one.helow is sugtested.

If you find you are having difficulty with a pa*rti(:ulir "gem" please move to

another one. The list below provides a descr',Livi of tire tasks to be com-

pleted to demonstrate mastery of each module. Worksheetslare provided on

f4)



pgge 145-148. A completed worksheet appears on pages 149-152. After

all your gems are mounted, and apolished,please use the 'form on p. 153

for a final copy.

Module

Module 1

Population

Module 2

Clgnitive
Behavior

Module 3

Deductive
Sequencing

Module 4

Learning
.*

Activities

Your Task

Select a unit topic.

te a rationale for unit.

,
lL '/:(st cognitive behaviors and
verbs which ..ci

that

11 cate those

lk
. at are suitab e for'in-

.0
clusion in your unit of study.

Module 5

Terminal and en-.,

s abling objectOes

'Module 6

Illductive Process

Date Completed

Identify concepts in your unit
of study andlithen identify pre-
requisite mu4iple discrimina-
tions. List principles and
problems that ma's,/ be examined

within this content area.

Write eighteen learning
activities -that will inyolve
students in using and achieving
desired cognitive behaviors.

Arrange all activities within-a
framework of terminal and en-

ablin9 objectives.

Write introductory and cul-
minating activities to
facilitate an inductive
learning approach.

Module 7 Convertlearning activities into

-3Managewlent Systems
a forMat for actual use with
students'in one of six alterna-
tive pamagement systems in
either a ded'ictive.or an in-

4
ductive sequence.

Module 8

Social. Communication

Add communication skillS prin-
c_les to your, unit.

You now have completed the work for a Unit of Work for Gifted Students.
Now condense, r6arite, and put it-in the final form given oz p. 153.
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/ Module 1

1Population

1

T The teacher will be able to write a rationale for a uni.t.,of
study to be used with intellectually gifted students in a
qualitatively differentiated program as demonstrated by
criteria included in this Module. (Syn.hesis)

E
1

The teacher willill describe characteristics of irtellectually
gifted students as'a result of reading descriptions.
(Comprehension)

E
2

Th0 teacher will-list characteristics of a qualitatively'' I
differentiated unit of study for intellectually gifted

\
spviClents as a result of reading a ldscription lnd studying
examples. (Comprehension)

. -

Population .

(:>. (Unit of Study)'

1
I

I

-

Characteristics Qualitatively
of Intellectually Dliffeentiated
Gifted Hit of Study

1

I

#

P 1
1



T The teacher will be able to write a rationale for a unit of
study to be used with intellectually gifted students in a
qualitatively differenXiated program as demonstrated by
criteria included in this Module. (Synthesis)

Rationale

.

Intellectually gifted students are defined as individuals with
I.Q.'s two standard deviations above the mean on an individually
administered. I.Q. test, that is, 130+ on the Stanford Binet or
132+ 'on the WISC-R. Because of unique qualities possessed by these
individuals their nee.gs are often not,met in trade tonal classroom
settings. An examination of tqese students revea s certain common-
alities that'can be enhanced through qualitatively differentiatpd
programing that is distinctly different from traditional classroom
programing. .

Our study of the qualitatively differentiated programs begins
with the characteristics of the population we will Se dealing with ,

and implications for topics of study to use with. this population.

. E
1

The teacher will recognize characteristics of intellectually
gifted students as a result of reading de scriptions. (Knowledge)4

Intellectually gifted students, first,. gain more input .

from their environment and. second, store more information for
longe.- periods of time. These two characteristics have obvious
curricular implications. These abilities permit gifted students
to accumulate greater quantities of informationsin shorter time
periods and provile for more rapid recall of factual information
than thei,r'agemAtes. Attention to these two characteristics
generally leads to increased content in a reduced time period.
Acceleration, grade skipping and some forms of enrichment are
manifestations of concern with these two gifted characteristics.
More content in less time leads to a quantitatively differentiated
program for gifted students.

The third- characteristic of gifted students is by far the
most important and provides the key for blinding qualitatively
differentiated programs. Gifted students'have the ability to
process inforthation, i.e. evaluate, synthesize and analyze
information far more efficiently than their agemates. An appro-
priately differentiated program for the gifted must therefore
include greater quanti ie of information and a heavy emphasis
on'nurturinl-processi,.4"skills. It is estimated that currently,
92% of questions asked in elementary classrooms are low leveler
cognitive questions and that 90 - 95% of all curricular mate.rialA
focus on,low level cognitive behaviors. On the other hand, aca-
demically gifted students need anywhere from 20 50% of their
time dealing with higher cognitive processes.

*



Population 3

Although intellectually gifted students are defined

as students with an Li). (individUalryadministered test) of

ti Standard Deviations above the mean, the expense of

this type of testing often negates using it with an entire

population. Some means of identifying potentially gifted

students iS.*generally applied to the entire population and

is followed by further screening until the desired gifted

population is identified.
ti

AlthoUgh there are frequent cautions that group admini-

stered achievement and I.Q. testkill miss up to 50% of truly

gifted and talehted ttudents, this caution applied to

the notion of giftedness prior to the aesignation of the six

categories of giftedness now generally in use. It is true

that creativity, leadership, and visual and performing artists

were not adequately identified by standardized tests. When

dealing with the one category of intellectually gifted however,

the percentage of students missed by group adminitered standard-

ized tests will be substantially lower. There does remain however,

the possibility that group administered, paper and pencil *,,sts

. will miss some intellectually gifted students, hat is, students

who would normally score 130+ on the WISC and 132+ on the Stanford

Bin-t. Miss-identified students may also include another group,

the so-called, "over-achievers". individuals who are not gifted

but score very well on standardized paper and pencil tests.

Truly gifted students may fail to demonstrate their ability

on group_ administered tests for one of three reasons:

1. They may have_a,greater store of information than the

population on WTI' the test was normtd and can often

justify tore than the correct answer. They may

become quite frustrated wil-h,multiple choice formats

frequently found on group tests. -

2. Intellectually gifted students are often more interested

in processes and causes than with "fill in the blank"

type questions and see little significance in low level

cognitive questions so they treat these tests with in-

difference.

3. Intellectually gifted students may be bored with tradi-

tional knowledge-oriented courses of study and may fail

to accumulate the standard set of knowledge sampled on

popular group administered tests.

13
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Population

Because of the limitations of group testing, multiple
measures, including parent nomination, teacher nomination!
school achievement and anecdotal records often contribute'
to the pool of potentiall' gifted with fiaal decisions made
through committee structures. Parent nomination forms
generally look for behaviors like:

Special interests' and/or hobbies
Reading habits

Ur1usaal accomplishments
Relationships with others

Preferred activities when alone
4ecial talents

Teacher nomination forms may focus on:

Questionning behaviors
.Plans for projects
Alertness
Knowledge about specialized subjects
Boredom with traditional curricula

11.

Additional insights into the nature of giftedriess is gained from
interviews with parents of intellectually gifted students who
have provided the following comments:

-He reads fluently. His special interests are space (especially
moon, stars, gravity, etc.) and anatomy. (Preschool child,
age four.)

-He feels that school is wasting his time....
-After an excellent elementary school experience, junior high

doesn't provide anything special.
-At timeShe found class work boring. While in the early grades,

at time; friends complained about his vocabulary.
-The public school system is not equipped to meet individual

needs of gifted children. In our school district, present
pridrity is solely on "remedial" and bringing up the level
of slow achievers. Any demand to meet the spocial needs of
advanced pupils is equated with racism. There is unhealthy
political atmosphere.

-Nothing was done during grade school, except to recommend a
private school. Big deal!

-We were told to move out of the distflct ,for his best interests....
to protect himself, he has had to internalize some of his
feelings because he cannDt understand why any person wants to
hurt another human being, either verbally or physically.

-Loss 4,f many friends since she was identified as "gifted." Non-
gifted children are very nasty to these children.

-Her teacher is comfortable in a standard classroom situatiori....
°

It'has been shown that she hasn't acquainted herself with
students' records from previous years. She is concerned only
that they behave in the classroom, and anything that is messy
or too much trouble doesn't find its way into the curriculum;
thus, there is little room for student participation.

1 4



Population 5

fr

-Creative writing, he has an excellent command of language;
raises animals and birds; garderis--loves growing things;

he follows the'stock market; radio- controlled model air-

planes. (Twelve year old boy)/
-Teachers, especially male, used ridicule to keep him in his

place when he introduced notions and challenges from his

own reading. Others mismarked papers and forced him to

justify answers at leAyth....He has become cynical about
school as a place to 'learn about respect fair learning

among his agemates. He now tries for approval as an expert

on cars, hi-fi's, cameras, etc. He feels safest among much

older kids and adults.
-Wag Classified as hyperactive by teacher and principal in first

grade so they wouldn't accept him in gifted program until I

took'him for an EEG. The doctor said he.was just bored and

not getting challehges and was not hyperactive - -but they

still have not, as yet, placed him -in any program. (ParE1t's

additional comment: He works with a microscope two or th_ee

hours a day; reads many books--also chemistry, loves reading
of plants, rocks, evolution, etc.)

-David is our "lawyer!" He analyzes, grasps ideas quickly,

remembers well. Natural science, living things interest him.

Also he collects stamps, participates in sports and children's

theatre (outside of school).

Activity 1.1 Describe two intellectually gifted students you have known.

1.

2.

The teacher will be able f'o list characteristics of a qualitatively
2. differentiated unit Of study for intellectually gifted students as

a result of reading a descripticriand studying examples. (Comprehension)

The qualitatively differentiated unit of study for inteliectuany

gifted students has one distinguishing characteristic - it contains
between 20% and 50% higher cognitive behalTiors. The content is

irrelevant and may be drawn from a variety of sources including

standard curriculum guides, teachers favorite hobby, current events,

and/or student interest. Units of study, for example, completed by

teacher's'of the Oifted have included: Butterflies, FeeliiI('s, Nouns,

New England ,States, Horrors, Maps, Medieval Days arm Sensory AwarenesS.

15
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Population 6

Historical Fiction

Historical Fiction as a literary genie is one of the mast
Valuable literary forms for Ltudents to-study. By definition,
it is fiction based on history, and so, is, reality based. Through
reading and discussion of Historical Fiction, students gain insight
into the lives'and times of famous figures of the past. Under-
standing one's heritage, and the lives of others tends to contribute
to self-knowledge. Moreover, a "sense of history" can contribute to
daily problem- solving by increasing the number of alternatives through
broadening one's perspective.

The study of historical fiction is particularly appropriate for
gifted,studelts because a great deal of it has been written about
gifted peoples. The study of these gifted individuals of the past'
may serve to help the gifted student recognize and accept his strengths.,
and his weaknesses. This study may also provide the gifted student with
interesting role models.

11.

The prdcess of writing historical fiction requires Convergent pro-
dugtion, a higher level cognitive behavior. All the "fictionalized"
details must be consistent with the actual historicalSetting. Writing
historical fiction requires sophisticated analytical and imaginative
skills.

It will be a challenging task, for gifted students to analyze the
attributes of historical fiction and to try on their own'to follow some
historical fa is in producing a historical fiction short study.

Activity 1.2 List the distinguishing characteristic, of qualitatively
differenti-ted unit of study for intellectually gifted students.

Presented below is another example of a rationale from
units of study prepared by teachers of gifted students in
the Monroe County Project.

I

Exploration

A unit of study on exploration, for 6th grade, intellectually gifted
students has been selected because it offers extensive opportunities for
research, comparing and contrasting, speculation and role-playing. The
diversity of explorations from space, to inside the brain, to historical
sea voyages provides abroad range of topics for individual investigation.
Regardless of the specific topic selected by individual students, there
are opportunities for gathering basic information, applying information
to different time periods and types of explorations, and opportunities

. .

for speculation, on future exploration and role-playing around famous
explorers of the past, present, and future.

.1 ,



Population 7

0

I

Exploration is the basis for advancing our

knowledge. It is a process that involves risk-
taking and values focusing on the need to be
different -°to be unique - to pursue one's owll
interests. In brief - exploration. is putting
intellectual talent to work in' prcductive tasks.

Terminal Task

a. Select a topic for your unit of study.'
b. Write a rationale for your unit of study.

Does your rationale:

1. Briefly desdribe opportunities to gain and
process information?

(*.

2. Describe why the study of this topic is
relevant to any individual's life?

\k,

17
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. Coqnitivi Behaviors 1C,

. \ .

T The teacher will be able to demonstrate comprehension of
......,

Bloom's taxonomy by correctly, identifying the cognitive
category of learning- behaviors. (Comprehension)

Rationale'

In 1956, Benjamin Bloom and several others developed a

taxonomy of cognitive behaviors. Although the hierarchy was

spetifically'designed'to facilitate constructionlof questions

designed to measure student achievement, it'has Been'extremely

useful in'organiiing curricula. he hierarchy is particularly

useful In a program for gifted students for three reasons.

First, the oognitivi behaviors specified'in the hierarchy form.

the basis for learning beginning with basic knowledge and compre-

heniim levels and extends to the higher Cognitive behaviors of

analysis; synthesis, and eiraluatiOn. Gifted-students quickly

master knowledge and comprehension level objectives leaving far

more time for higher cognitive behayiors than normally available

with regular classes. Second, the hierarcLy clearly delineates

observable behaviors. This clarity of expectations is imperative

if students are to eventually become.academi4lly independent and

self-directing.

Furthermore, the taxonomy provides specific dategories of

cognitive behaviors which may be directly taught. Not only are

'learning tasks at different levels operationalized withgl the

taxonomy, but the cognitive behaviors of analysis, tynthetis

and evaluation are sufficiently well defined to be taught as

discrete skills. Bloom's taxonomy provides.not only a fraiework

for organizing a curriculum bUt terves alAo as a basis for teaching

skills that gifted students COP-1 uselkin ordering their own thinking.

e The teacher will be able to order sixcategories of cognitive, , v!1 ,

behauior after examining verbs and definitions commonly associated:
with each category. (Knowledge)

Bloom presents six categories of cognitive behaviors. They
. are hie-archiPtal, i.e., each category subsumes the preceding

ones-, with the exception of evaluation which may be utilised
in conjunction with.any of the preceding levels. The following
is a listing of the categorieg and a brief description of each.

10.



Cognitive BehaviorS 11

Knowledge -

Knowledge level behaviors generally require thp recall of infor,
mation previously accumulated by the student. Factual data, dates,
names, places, and aocesses are frequently encountered at this level'.
Memorization is the primary issue at this level of cognitive behavior.

Examples of acts requiring Knowledge.

. When did Columbus discover America?
Identify the capitol of New York State.
Name three trees common to this area.------
State the definition of a "noun."
List the steps used in applying the scientific method.

Verbs generally used in knowledge level objective.

define identify recall recogiii28-D . matches

states select acquire lists- distinguish

labels names .%

Comprehension

-Comprehension level behavior generally represents an understanding
of material. It is manifested in restating, interpreting and/or ex-
tending. The ability to restate information in ones own words generally
denotes comprehension. Explanation and extension of trends or tendencies
are also classified as comprehension level behaviors.

ExAmples of acts requiring Comprehension.

Converting A math problem into an equation.
Explaining the process of precipitation.
Interprets.informationTresented in graphic form.
Give examples of proper nouns.
Paraphrase the conversation between two characters in a given book.

Verbs generally used in comprehension level objectives.
0 ,

transla,- illustrate , read represent
change dpfend rephrase rewrites
restate extends interpret reorder
estimate paraphrase converts gives
examples. summArizes

20



ApplicatioR

Cognitive Behaviors

Application level behaviors 'generally require the use of
abStractions, general rules and/or general methods in a specific
itiation. Generalities are used to explain and/or demonstrate

ability to deal with specific cases.

Examples of acts reqt:Arir.g Application.

Prepare a demonstration of the rain cycle.
Diagram a sentence.
Identify an unknown tree using a taXonomic key.
Construct a sentence according to some prespecified criteria.

Verbs generally used in application level objectives.

, .

Analysis

ordduce I apply
choose employ

organize operate
manipulates computes

b

v\,gene.calize
discover
solves
restructure

\relate

odifics

_V

classify_ \

-

,.Analysis is cognitive behavior directed at the internal character-
istids of some stimuli. Th& stimuli may.include such .items as;
communications, objects of art; formal arguments, plans, p,-,blems,
buildings, etc. -Ilaternal characteristics may include ele,merts, re-'
lationships, organizing princilbles, Structure, etc. Basically,
analysis focuses on the isolation of internal pharacteristics for
purpoKslof intensive investigation and/or identifying interrelations.

Examples of acts`SqUiring Analysis.

Discriminate between a deductive and an indAtive argument.
Discriminate between a premise and a conclusion.
Arrange a set of,randomly presented pictures into an aCpropriate

sequence:
414Discriminate between a triangle and a trapezoid.

Isolate pieces of information required for solving a particular
probl

'dentify,the probable traffic flow in a h4use plan/.
'Describe the relttionship between two dissimilar/object-
- (e.g.. paper clip and nail).

Solve an analogy.
Identify the bias of. a Particular author.

f

Verbs generally used in Analysis level objectives/

discriminate categorize deduce
subdivide distinguish - analyze
separate diagram breaks own;

/

',Oompare

contrast

1

1

1

1

1



-Cognitive Behaviors 13

Synthesis

, Synthesis is a cognitive behavior in which two previdtsly
unassociated elements are brought together. The result is a new,
undefined relationship. The unique product is the expression of
this relationship.

Examples of. acts which may result in synthesis behaviors are:

Write a short story about a pink turtle.
Write a poemAion something unpoetic.

Develop a hypothesis to explain something unexplained.
Design 3 plan for, world peace.

Build a model village of a Attlement on Mars.
Draw a picture emphasizing the wrong, things.

Ddvelop a formal argument for,butteH_ng toast from the
center outward.'

Note Synthesis is often thwarted because of a schooling
emphasis on correct answers: Synthesis can be fostered
by encouraging development of alternativeg. This of
course 'leads to creativity i.e.;

fluency..- as number of alternatives"
flexibility - a number of"different alternatives
originality - a number of unique alternatives.

List as many uses for a brick as you can.
List as many reasons for a given occurrence as you can.
Draw as many pictures using a square' for the' starting point

as you can.,

Verbs generally used ip Synthesis. level objectiyes.

compile tell produce transmit.
write create summarize constitute
modify document formulate originate
reorganize generate design

Evaluation

Evaluation is cognitive behavior requiring a judgerent of worth.
Stimuli being evaluated may be judged externally or internally. Ex-
ternal evaluation requires comparisbn of the stimuli with some ex-
ternal :riteria or standard, thot is, some standard that exists
entirely separately from the stiriuri being evaluated. Internal
evaluation requires an examination, of internal consistency or
organization within the stimuli.

9 0
4/ nt .
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Cognitive Behaviors 14

Examples of acts requiring Evaluation.

Determine which of fiveshapes on th9 left is most nearly
like the one shape on the right. .

Are the stated premises sufficient and necessary for the
conclusion? F

DRtermine if the geometric shape given on the left is a
composite of individual"shapes given on the right.'"

Determine which paintings incorporate' basic principles,of
design.

. Determinpwhich narrative selectiOns include basic principles
of science fiction.

Judge, according to principles of lOgica/ reasoning, the adequacy
of a given argument.

Determine the probability of the correctnesS. of an answer to a .

given problem.

Verbs generally used in evaluation level objectives.

judge
decide

appraise
justify

argue
standardize
asses;R

explain

consider
compare
criticize

validate
contrast
support

Task.2.1a' Presented below are behaviors common34.used in describing
curricttlum activities. -Locate and circle the six cog-

.nitive behaviors from Broom's Taxonomy.

Memory
Interpretation
Knowledge.
Divergence

2.

3.

4.

5.

Comparisons
Evaluation
Conclusions
Analysis

'Reasoning
Creativity
Synthesis
Explanation

Applicatipn
Recognition
Conjecture
Translation

Rank the six cognitive behaviors yell circled above
from the most basic to the most diffidult.

6.

23
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E
2

The teacher will be able to 'write descriptions of six cog-
nitive categories based on recall from previous activities

and/or study of additional references. (Comprehension)

Each of us is a unique individual by virtue ftZour genetic
inheritance and environmental nurturance. By virtue of our

individual sets, we encounter and process information in

many different ways. Objective,2.2 asks you to translate
the information presented to you in Bloom's Taxonomy into
your own vocabulary.. It is essentially a paraphrasing
task; i.e. the restatement of information for the purposes

of clarification.

Zf you need further information and clarification on
the categories, you are referred to the original sources
\listed below, or one of the other references which offer a
treatment of the information.

Bloom, .S.; et.al. Taxonomy et Educational Objectives:

fitt book I, The Cognitive Domain. N.Y.: David McKay Co.,

196,, pp. 201-207.

Hunkins, i.P. Questioning Strategies and Techniques. Boston:

Allyn and Bacon, Inc:, 1972.

Sanders, N.M. Classroom Questions: What Kinds? New York:

Harper\& Row, 1966.

s
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Examples of Behaviors Representing Each of the
Cognitive' Levels of Bloom's Taxonomy;

Knowledge
.

- 1.- Recognize a Shakespearean ponnet in a group of sonnets.
2. Recall biographical informatibn on Abraham Lincoln.
3. Identify hexagons and octagons.

Comprehension

1. Read musical scores.
2. Write two-page book report.
3. Interpret information from a map.

3.

Application

1. Present ideas in written fdrm in accordance with principles
of grammar.

2. The math skills to figure cobt per year of electricity for
one's own famill.

3. Explain Why the weather forecast is for rain.

Analysis

1. Given a list of statements about a story, distinguish between
a conclusion and the statements which support it.

2. 'Identi the motives c the main character in . . .

3. Infer the uthor's vievpoint:

Synthesis ,,

1. Develop a tdhtative hypothesis based on the datac.collected.
2. Identify possible ways is which experiences may be organized '

to form 'a conbeptual strur9pure.
3. Express your own idee3 in writing with clarity Ad correctness.

Evaluation

1. Determine the validity of the President's arguments for- tax
reform.

2. Identify your own bias in regard to race.
3. Compare the, two major theories of the origin of life.

A flowchart to aid in discriminating among cognitive behaviors is
presented in the fig. ,for your use in achieving the final task of
identifying cognitive behaviors.

0

23
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le

Task °2. 2 :
6

Description of the six categories of the
the learners own words. '

Category Descriptio
i

itive behaviors

---

Tr

s

2G
i



A limited number of tsio____

responses are avail-
able depending on
how the stimulus
material is broken
down into ies,compo-
nent parts and/or
relationships.

1
Analysis

27

A Flowchart of Bloom's Taxonomy

Stimulus elements are immediately
available and student response
requires interacting with the
stimulus material.

1 Yes.

Student is merely required to
demonstrate awareness of the
stimuli by .rewording, re-

ordering, or rearranging its
component parts'or decoding
coded information.

je Yes

Comprehension

A multiplicity of responses
and/or limited unicie re-
sponses are possible outcomes
of student in.eracUng with
stimulus material. May require
reference to a multiplicity of
stiv.lus elements.

ji Yes

Synthesis

Student is required to produce an
anger by manipulating and/or
identifying variables according
to previously defined rule.

Application

No

No

No

No

Student is required to recall
stimulus materiel.

Yes

Knowledge

1! Yea.

Student is required only to
recognize existence of stimulus
material, to name it, label it,
or identify it.

No

Student is required to actively
interact with the stimulus
material, to manipulate variables,
apply ruins and/or principles and
produce one correct answer.

Yes

Student is required to produce
one answer based on comparing
stimulus material with an ex-
ternal standard (criteria) or
examining the internal consis-
tency of the material.

\ile Yes

Evaluation
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Task 2.3:

Identify the cognitive domain category in each of the behaviors

below using the flowchart on page 18.

Knowledge - K
Comprehension - C
Application - A

Analysis'- N
Synthesis - S
Evaluation - E

1. Construct a presentation using graphic materials.

Z. Define the technical terms for four common house plants.

3. Determine the artistic quality of VanGogh's "Sunflowers'.

4. Find the rate of acceleration of a vehicle weighing 2000 lbs.

on an inclineof 630 .

5. Interpret sign language.

6. Identify three cause and effect relationships in the one-family
society of Swiss Family Robinson.

7. Act as group facilitator 'o coordinate suggestions, suggest solutions,

and orient these to the goals of the group.

8. Recognize the meanings o_ the names of common punctuation marks.

9. Read German. (in German)

10. Identify reliable sources of information for wise purchasing.

11. Compare two other IQ tests with the Stanford-Bi

12. Predict the effect of another oil embargo.

13. Identify the method of inquiry Sherlock Holmes uses in the story...

14. Verify the accuracy of the proof for the 'ythogorean theorem.

15. Restate main idea of the Moen "Jabberwocky" by Lewis Carroll.

16. Given the economic conditions of a country, determine what policy

might be most effective.

17. Devise an experiment to test the hypothesis that transcendental
meditation can enable one to transcend gravity.

2!)



Answer Key (Task 2.3)

Task 2.1 - Review El

Cognitive Behavior 20

Task 2.2 - Review El

Task 2.3

1. S, New proauct

2. K, Recall of a definition

3. E, Criteria is artistic quality

4. A, Applying a formula

5. C, Rephrasing

6. N, Examination of internal relationships of the __ict-

7. S, Requires new solutions

8. K, Simple recall

9. C, Translating written symbol into sound

10. E, Criteria is reliable/unreliable

11. N, Examination of elements of each

12. S, Hypothesis generation

13. A, Requires applying K of inquiry techniques to the new situation
presented it the story

14. E, Criteria is'accuracy

15. C. Rephrasing

16. A, Using K of economic policy

17. S, Requires hypothesis generation
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Terminal Task - List verbs which indicate the cognitive behaviors yo
plan to include in your unit of study. Checkto make sure you have

included approximately 50Chigher level cognitive behaviors in your

list. Does your list contain observable behaviors? Can you identify

each behavior accordingto its cognitive level as defined by Bloom?

4

i
4

3j



anagtment
How to use a var(ety

'Out tibr
quenti

How to add
Beginnings and

Endings.

47.

opulation
Who they are What they.

need Who should teach them

olnitibr
tbabior

How they think

Objectibeg
An easier way to use

them to write about goals
and activities

EA,N
,attibitiefs

Techniques to get content
across and .promote higher

level thinking

Communitatian
How to handle "spontaneous inter-

Action" in the classroom
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Module 3

I

Concepts and Deductive Sequencing

T The teacher will be able to isolate relevant concepts in a topic
and identify related multiple discriminations, rules, and problems.

E
1

The teacher will be able torecognize examples of multiple
discriminations, concepts, principles and problems as a

result of studying definitions and practicing discrimina-
tions. (Comprehension)

2 The teacher will be able to identify concepts as a result`
of stud#ing and practicing examples. (Comprehension)

The teacher will be able to recognize concepts embedded in
-3

as a result of examining rule formation and rule

definitions. (Knowledge)

E
4

The.teachr.r will be able to deductively organize enabling
objecti:es by studying examples and practicing simulated
hierarchies. (Application,

Content Analysis of
Objectives

Multiple
Discriminations Concepts Principles

Gagne

23



Module 3

T The teacher will be able to isolate relevant concepts in a topic
and identify related multiple discriminations, rules, and-problems.

Rationale

Robert Gagne, in his book, Conditions of Learning, (1965)
describes eight levels of learning. The eight levels are hier-:
archical, that is, each level is dependent upon mastery of lower
levels. Knowledge of the eight levels as defined by Gagne, is
extremely useful in deductively organiiing,learninOtasks
signed to.assist students in mastering terminal objectives. Because

. the system is hierarchical with problem solving at the eighth
or highest level, it seems particularly-appropriate to examine
this model in preparation for dealing with int.?.11ectually gifted
studedts.

Thfirst two levels in the Gagne hierarchy generally occur
during pre-school years and it is Only'the six higher levels that
will concern teachers of the gifted.

Qualitatively differentiated instruction is facilitated by clear
identification of the content to 'be mastered. Gagne's hierarchy pro-
vides a .framework for describiz.a content. By reducing'a to to
concepts, principles, and problems, and combining these with the verbs
describing cognitive behaviors,the objectives of instruction are
formed. Instructional tasks can therefore be designed to move from
simple to complex in tents of both the content and the cognitive
behavior required,

PO
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E
1

The teacher will be able to recognize examples of ultiple%
discriminatidns, concepts, principles and problem:/ as a
result of studying definitions and practicing discrimirw-
tions. (Comprehension) ,

(Note: The following represents only an introduc-
tion to the eight levels 'of learning. You may find
it desirable to refer to Gagne's book for further
information.)

Level 1, Signal Learnin, and Level 2, Stimulus response
learning; rarely occur in a pure form in humans and are
not relevant for our study of academically gifted students.

Level 3 - Motor chaining (MC) - A connection of motor re-
sponses such that one response triggers the mechanism for
the next response. Riding a bicycle, typing, and driving
a car represent motor chains.

Level 4 Verbal chainiaTI (VC)- A e''ain of verbal responses
such that one response triggers the mechanism for the next
tesponse. Memorizing the alphabet, counting and methori%7
ing poetry are examples of verbal chains.

Level 5 - Multiple discrimination (mD) ilie ability to
separate objects based on distinctive features,(*q to re-
cognize triangles as different from squares, doors as diff-
erent from windows, and letter A's as different from letter
B's.

Level 6 - Concept (C) - Concepts have names or labels and a
scA of defining attributes (definition). Exemplars (examples)
of ,concepts form classes or groups. Triangle is a concept.
Triangle is the label or *name for a group or class of two
dimensional, c.losed figures formed by three rays (lines
intersecting at .three points. Parable is a concept. Patable
is the name for a literature form in ,flme

-0..
or moral is presented in a narrative style. MedsuremOht-i,,- 4 .4.4

concept. It is defined as the comparison of stand:1rd
nits with unknown quantities to produce a qaantitat/v
index. Although meaSurement in itself is a concept, it 1,-,

frequently related to other concepts, e. g. area, perimeter,
etc. Concepts may he .oncrete (directly ob,2.ervablo) or de-
fined,i.e. based on abstract definitions.

Level 7 - Rules, Principle (p)-Cncepts may he joined to-
gether to form rules or principles. "Trtanglys have ajya
and a perimeter" is a principle composed of three concepts
(underlined). "Capitalism cannot occur in a socialist
is a principle composed of four concept'; (underlined).
Uniting ecaceptq Ae form new roles or p,tncipie,. is a critical
behavi.nr required for Prohlen

35
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level 8 - PrWem Solving (PS) - An ability to use rules in
generating hypotheses. Hypotheses are new, higher order rules
that, in and of themselves, form new rules. This level im-
plies a strategy for application of rules in response to a
question.

Examples : listed below are several tasks witk level of
learning identified foir each task.

.

A
Level of

Task Learning

1. Collect all three sided figures. MD

2. Recognize a satire.

.3. Move 3 matchsticks and change 5
squares to 3 squares. PS

4. Recognize a flower.

5. Find a procedure for determining
the area of a triangle.

6. Apply the formula for measuring_,_
circumference of a circle to the'
following'problems.

7. Match the following names of trees
with their leaves.

8: Group coastal features from a topo-
graphical map into different gx:oups.

\C

MD
A

Task 3.1 - Listed below are several tasks, identify the level of learning
associated with each.

.fr'itecognize the letter C as different from other letters.

2. Separate all numeral "8" frow a pile of mixed numerals.

3. Point to "edge" in a diagram of a cube.

4. Find a formula for the cumulative sum of N terms in a series.

5. De,cribe the attributes of government.

6. Develop a list of attributes for "Science fiction".

7. Determine who in your environment is manipulated and who manipulate9

8. If Jack has 5 apples end gives away 1, now many does he have left?

36
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The teacher will be able to identify concepts as a result

of studying examples and following a set of'guidelines.

"Concepts"form the basic. core of learning. They represent the

key for More sophisticated-problem solving and ser-.-e as a focal

point for prior' leavning. Darning activities may be efficiently
anchored)to concepts. ,Once concepts to be learned have been

thoroughly, clarified, then prerequisite multiple discriminations

may be taught principles and problems may be

is

ex-

amined. The key s to reduce curriculum content into its basic

concepts and, then insure that prerequisite multiple discrimina-

tioAs have been mesrtread and opportUnities for relating concepts
(forming higher order rules) in problem solving tasks are available.

The curricular area of measurement can he broken apart into
several component concepts.

Concepts.

1. standard - the structural basis for each type of measure, e.g.

inch, pound, meter, etc.

2. Weight - pull of earth's gravity on anv given mass,

3. Length - a linear measure of the shortest dimension of any two
dimensional shape. '

4. Perimeter - length of the bo.ndary used to enclose a two

dimensional space.
0

5. Area - a measure of two dimensional space within the boundaries,
of a closed figure.

Ask yourself for each concept If it is clear what items would be
intludedin the set of eY..mplars and the set of non-exemplars.

The definitions for concepts may bedrived from 5 variety of
sources. Dictionary definitions represent one statting`point,
authorities within the particular discipline have often developed
more refined definitions, a/ ,urricultm guides will usually con-
tain those definitions that are found on standarized tests.

1t ;is importint to distinguish betwe'a being able to recall the
definition of a concept ancrmastery of the concept. Memorizing
the definition of a concept iS nothing more than a verbal chain
and is unrelated to mastery of the concept. Concept acquisition
is demonstrated by using the copcept as a skill, or finding ex-
emplars of the concept, and distinguishing them from non-exemplars,,

Memorizing the lable r concepts, although required for abst acE
communication about the concept, is no substitute for using th
concept in developing principles or Aolving problems.

Here is another set of concepts related to simple machines.

L. Work \effort directed to produce movart
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2. Wedge - a solid In which t4.0 principle faces are joined in
an acute angle.

, 3. Inclined ,Plane - a slanting, flat surface.

4. Force - a measure of the amount of effort being directed in
a given direction.

5.- Resistance - any force to be overcome in the movement of
objects.

Labels are underlined and definition; follow. Test them.
Can you clearly distinguish between exemplars and non-
exemplars.?

Task 3.2 - List five concepts. Define'the cone pts. Determine whether
each concept is concrete or abstract. Could anyone divide
stimuli into sets of exemplars and non-exemplars based on
liour definition?

, Examples of Examp_!e4 of
Label. Definition Exemplars Non-exemplars

40

2:

'3.

4.

5.
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E
3

The teacher will be able to list multiple discriminations
required prior to forming concepts as a result of'studying
definitions and practicing examples.

Before a learner can effectively deal with a, concept., he must be able
to distinguish that exemplars belonging to the class actuo do possess

characteristics that differentiate them from non - exemplar It is ex-

tremely difficult, for example, for a student to mac' )ncept of

triangle if he is unable toerecognize that a triau .efferent

from a square. Recongizing that a triangle is indeed different from a
square does not require a definition of either a square or a triangle.
All it requires is an opportunity to separate objects based on shape.
If the student can separate triangle into a single class based on an
idosyncratic sorting strategy, then ke has demonstrated ability to dis-
criminate triangle. He may then go on to learn that triangles represent
a unique class of figures with a specific set of defining attributes
and that there are a wide variety of triangles that may be considered
exemplars of the concept. (See an article on concept acquisition in
the Arithm-tic Teacher, 'Cognitive Formation", Nasca, December, 1978)

Multiple discrimination tasks generally provide students with opport-
unities to deal with exemplars and non-exemplars of g concept before
any concept names, labels, or definitions have been introduced. Sort-

ing or classifying tasks require students to develop strategies of their
own for separating and grouping sets of objects- The outcome of sort-
ing tasks will generally illustrate how capable a student is of distin-
guishing the minor differences which are required for mastery of a con-
cept.

Gagne (1965) stresses the significance of multiple discriminikion prior
to concept formation. Piaget also provides considerable evidence for
the importance of this sequence. His concrete operational stage as a
precurser to formal operations is extremely consistent with the Gagne
hierarchy. Direct experience with real Materials in making multiple
discriminations is extremely important if we expect children to
"conceptualize or to be able to form their own concepts. To clarify
what concept formation is try this out with a colleague - "What is the
difference between teaching a concept and forming a concept?"

Below are two examples of multiple discriminations that may be used
as prerequisities for the concepts of standard unit and weight.,,

Example A - Concept - Standard Unit

The student must be able to discriminate between standard units and
non-standard units. This may be accomplished by having students
measure objects with any units of their own choosing apd comparing
results. Students who recognize that comparisons between differ mt
objects can be made only if the same unit of measure, e.g. paver clips,
nail, etc. wastused to measure both objects,are ready to deal with'the
concept of standard unit in its abstract sense, i.e. name, label, de-
finition and defining attributes.

3D
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Example B Concept - Weight

A student, must be able to recognize th4 some objects are "heavier" or
"lighter" than others, i.e. press down harder, are pulled toward the
floor harder or with more force - whatever his language might be, be-
fore he can be expected to deal with weight as a discrete concept. Ex-
perience with weight as an attribute'bf objects and the fact that
different objects, are heavier or lighter are discriminations that should
.be made prior to.formal measuring of weight.

' Task 3.3 list the multiple discriminations a student would be re-
quired to master before the following concepts could be
mastered.

Numeral

Poem

Westard Expansion

X

Friendship

Analysis

E3 The teacher will be able to recognize concepts embedded in
rules as a result of examining rule formation and rule
definition.

Concepts serve two primary functions. First they se ye as organi7ur,
of real objects and ideas in our environment. These organizing en-
tities (concepts) may be learned, that is, the labels, defining attri-
butes and lists of exemplars and non-exemplars may become known (memorized)
by students. Or, students as we have already seen, may be encouraged to
form concepts based on their own observations. This latter task ineidentl,
is far more appropriate for gifted students than the former, i.e. mere
knowing about concepts.

Secondly, concepts may be joined together in meaningful relationship,
to form principles' (rules). Two or more concepts joined together In 4
hypothetical relationship constitutes a hypothesis. If the rlarlon,,h17
is validated, then the hypothesis becomes a formal rule or principle.
Using these formal rules and principles in new situations Is the cognItivr_
behavior of applccation:

I
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Below are examples of fe ble relationships between concepts from the

measurement topic. Stude_ts may 14 required to validate the, relation-

ships if they exist or prove that they do not exist. Students may also

be invited to generate their own set's of relationships. (synthesis cognitive
behavior)

Example - Concepts within the measurement topic, e.g. standard unit,
weight, length, area, perimeter ma!:, be randomly combined to see if
meaningful relationships emerge. For example, are there any consistent

relationships between the following:

length and area (1 x w = a) perimeter and.area ( P = a)

width and length (no relationship) weight and standard unit.(weight
measure a by standard units like,
pound, ounce, dtt.)

Or, illustrate how the standard unit for each type oflmeasure may be
related to other standard units.

e.g. square inch and inch, (in, in?)

yard and square yard, (yd, yd-)

ounce and inch, (unrelated)
pound and inch, (unrelated)

Or, problems may be constructed in which the solution requires joining
two or more concepts.

e.g. Find a linear relationship be any two measures of

a circle. (Analysis, radius and diameter, 2: = d)

Nita a non-linear relationship between any two measures
of a square. (Analysis, length of a .ideand area, 1 x w = a)

Task 5.4 - Underline the concepts in the foll6wing rules.

a.) The area of a triangle equals of the produCt of the base
and height.

b.) A cinquain is a five line poem constructed such that:
1st line - one word - noun
2nd line - two :dords - adjectives
3rd line - three words - feeling
4t', line - four words in a phrase related to lin, I

c. 1 line - hne word synonym for line 1

The teacher will be able to deductively organize enabling
;bjectives by studying and practicing examples.

The arrangement of learning activities in a hierachical sequence froM
simple to comrlex tasks is classified as a deductive approach to unit
development. It begins by isolating key concepts followed by insuring
that students have the preresquite multiple discriminations and then
move toward rule development based on combining cohcepts,and eventually
into prohle% solving. Problem solving (at least one tNpc) requires the
application of specific rules.
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Task 3.5 - Presentod beldw are sets of randomly arranged tasks. Arrange
these tasks into a deductive hierarchy.

Set 1. a. Solving word problems.
b. Discriminating between four arithmetic operations.
c. Converting word sentences to number sentences.
d. Discriminating between open and closed number sentences.
e. Ability to define arithmetic operation,indicated by

symbols for addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division.

Deductive order
1st last

Set 2. a. Discriminating between punctpation marks.
b. Constructing a paragraph.
c. Discriminating between a topi6 sentence and supporting

sentences.
*d. Discriminating between questions and telling sentences.
e: Defining a sentence.
f. Discriminating between a complete sentence and a phrase.

Deductive order

Terminal Task

1st 4last

1. Identify the concepts in the topic you have selected and write
a clear definition for each concept..

2. Identify multiple discriminations, and/or verbal or motor chains
required prior to mastering these concepts.

3. List possible rules or principles and problems that may be
developed or solved based on thete concepts.

*4. Write at least one higher level thinking task for each concept.

Write a task which would require the formation of a principle or
problem (synthesis level cognitive behavior).

*optional

A')
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Task 3.1 Task 3.2

Answer Key

1. MD Check with

2. MD instructor.

3. MD
4. PS

5. C

6. C
7. PS

8. PS

Task 3.4

1. area, triangle, equals, 1/2,
product, base, height.

2. cinquain, five, line, poem,
constructed, 1st, line, one,
word, noun, 2nd, line, two,
words, adjectives, 3rd, line,
three, words, feeling, 4th,
line, four, words, phrase,
related, line, 1, 5th, line,

one, word, synonym, line, I.

Task 3.5

Set 1 b, e, d, c, a

Set 2 e, f, a, d, c, b

Task 3.3 - Listed below are some
of the multiple discriminations
required.

Numeral
1. Groups are different as a

function of the number of
objects in the group.

2.Number names have different
configdrgtions.

3. One-to-one correspondence.
4 = " 2 = 0°

40

Poem
1. Message-carrying communitttions

and nonsense.
2. Prose versus poetry.

Analysis
1. Cognitive behaviors are differe

from affective behaviors.
2. Cognitive behaviors range from

simple to complex: knowledge,

comprehension, application,
analysis, synthesis, evaluatio.

3. Discriminate between part ar.d

whole.

Westward Expansion
1. Discriminate between occupied

and unoccupied territory.
2. Discriminate between perspectiv

(Indian versus white man).
3. Physical movement versus station

ary position.

Friendship
1. Discriminate between positive

and negative emotions a,9,ftftheir

manifestations.
2. Discriminate among friendship

and other positive relation-

Iships. ,
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Module 4

Activities

T The teacher will be able to write activities on six cpognitive

levels using one of the three systems outlin,2d in this module

as demonstrated by writing activities for the concepts of his

topic. (Application)

And one of the fcllowing:

T
a

The teacher will be able to use "Blooming with Bloom" to

write activities on six cognitive levels as demonstrated

by writing one (1) activity on each cognitive level for

a concept. (Application)

T
b

The teacher will*be able to use the matrix system to write

activities on six cognitive' levels as demonstrated by

writing one (1) activity on each cognitive level for a

concept. (Application)

T The teacher will be able to use the Williams' strategies
c to write activities on six cognitive levels by writing

six (6) activities for each concept. (Application)

Activities

Blooming Matrices Williams' Strategies

with Bloom

15
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T The teacher will be able-to generate a variety of activities
representing the range of cognitive behaviors as demmstrated
by doing so on a topic of his choice.

Rationale

Thus far in this instructional system, you have identified a
topic for a population of gifted students, examined the cognitive
behaviors appropriate for that group, and identified concepts
within the topic to ne taught.

The three techniques offered in this module are all designed to
provide a systematic approach for generating activities for the
identified concepts within your topic. You are asked to write activi-
ties on all six cognitive levels for several reasons. Although you
will be using primarily higher level thinking activities with gifted
students, whenever they have difficulty it may be helpful to suggest a
less complex activity as preparation for eventual completion of the
more difficult task. In addition, in beginning with knowledge level
activities you clarify the knowledge base you require. A clearly
delineated knowledge base is helpful in evaluation. Finally, writing
activities at all levels will help you in recognizing exemplars and
non-exemplars of the concepts of the cognitive behavior.

Task

Three systems are offered in this module for generating
tivities on a topic. The terminal objective for this module

requires that you choose one of the three systems and generate
activities on the topic you have selected.

Ta is a system which provides verbs and products for each
cognitive behaviOr. When combined, these can be used to write
a variety of activities.

Tb is a matrix system. One matrix uses the two dimensions
of concepts and cognitive behaviors. The other focuses on the
cognitive behavior of synthesis as one dimension, a46 alternative
modes of expression as the other.

Tc is a system of 18 strategies based on the work of Frank
Williams. It uses techniques such as analogies, par, 'oxes, and
discrepancies to generate activities.

To determine which of the systems you would prefer to use, read
through this module and try generating a synthesis activity from
each system on a concept for your topic; then choose one terminal
objective to fulfill by writing activities on all cognitive levels
for all topics.

Concept:

"Blooming" acti ''ity:

Matrix activity:

Williams activity:
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"Blooming with Bloom"

The teacher will be able to use "Blooming with Bloom" to
a

write activities on six cognitive levels as demonstrated
by writing one (1) activity on each cognitive level for a
concept. (Application)

E The teacher will recognize the parts of the flower as
a result of reading a description of them. (Knowledge)

E
2

'The teacher will complete activities for the six cog-
nitive levels using the flower, as a result of studying
examples. (Comprehension)



Blooming with Bloom

recommendation

letter group discussion

panel news item survey

court trial conclusion

value self or other-evaluation

editorial critique events.

speakers

models

evaluate
filmstrips

judge debate translate

k Activities 38

television

people radio

newspapers boOks

magazines tapes

diagrams models

records films

microfichestory . illustrate readdiscuss editorialize!
- description'news article N. i-

s..

decide recommend /represent
represent rewritemmend

TV. -radio show ',choose support justify f rdphrase restate 'facts/

poem, cartoon combine ''-, argue validate
interpret

opinions

_assess lt 1sew gave
,

4 reorderm compile write
, microfilm

1.-
recipe invent compose -..

so, jr convert

product
predict hypothesize

-, 1, 0-
estimate infer .

11- tpiP
summarize

play
creaie produce 5 YNTNF> 45 1

4,1& diary
advertise- originate generate -71. construct

formulate design t7 \ IN.4 collectionsent^ teach paint
pantomime 1*

new
./

w color
le,

At
, sketch relate puzzle
,

song, new taste classify generalize use diagram

,--

puppet show discriminate deduce employ compute photographs

compare contrast report simulate s;tllpture diorama

separate subdivide
solve modify map scrapbook

graph manipulate
stitchery mobile

'diagram dissect operate

survey categorize model illustration
Survey

. computation lesson
questionnaire plans

Painting design
COOMerCA.,. report' divisions

chart liagram parts

structure machine

invention ig. observe
le
el match
4-
e identifyO define....

'4"'

recall
acCiptle;.7 ljaig name

.L.st..lui-h

4:1
lticete
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Rationale

1 "Blooming with Bloom" is a technique for generating activities

on a concept. It provides verbs which are commonly associated with
each cognitive level, and possible products in an easy-to-use
format.

El Teachers will recognize the parts of the flower.

Knowledge is the stem of the flower. SyMbolically, it is

the basis of all the other cognitive behaviors. The verbs
which can'be used to indicate a knowledge level objective
are given on the leaves.

The center of the flower is made up of five parts. Each

part contains a cognitive behavior .

Beginning in the upper right hand corner, comprehension is
the lowest cognitiVe behavior represented in th2 center of
the flower. Higher cognitive behaviors, appropriate for
intellectually gifted students, begin with application and
continue as one moves clockwise around the flower.

ThE second layer of each segment of the flower contains the
velSs which may be used to generate an activity requiring
the cognitive behavior at the center.

combine

compile write

invent compose

predict infer
cre4te produce

originate
-"N generate

The third layer of each segment of the flower contains
possible products for that cognitive behavior. More
than any other layer of the flower, however, these products
can result from more than one cognitive level behavior.

40



Task 4.2

Label the parts of the flower using the following terms:

E
2

Knowledge
Comprehension
Synthesis

Evaluation

Application
Analysis

Verbs
Products

V
The teachers will complete activities for the six cognitive
levels using the flwer, as a result of studying examples.

To generate activities for each concept using the flower,
begin with knowledge verh4 from the leaves. Choose a verb
and write it with a ....roduct from the flower. For example,

on the concept of freedom

ACtivities 40

Recognize a model of freedom for individuals among
several types of government.

Next, go to the comprehension segment of the flower and
choose another verb and product:

Describe the pattern of freedom set by France for
the colonies.

Continue moving around the center of the flower in a
clockwise direction to generate activities at each of the
six levels.

Appiieation: Apply the concept of a democracy to the
New Guinea situation.

Analysis:

Synthesis:

Compare two or more of the systems of

government of countries which guarantee
personal freedoM to thpir citizens.

Describe an ideal govetnment for insuring the
freedom of children.

Evaluation: EvaluAte 18th century England in terms of
thp freedom of children.

f"'
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Task 4.3

Using "Bloomilg with Bloom", complete an actilAity for each of the

cognitive levels on your concept.

Knowledge: Identify

Comprehension: Paraphrase

Application: Use

Analysis: Compare
A

Synthesis: Change

Evaluation: Judge

If y8u have decided to use this system for generating
proceec to the ":,:rmlnaI Worksheet at the tqld of this module.

51
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Activities 4._

Matrices

The teacher will be able to use the matrix system to
write activities on six cognitive levels as demonstrated
by writing one (1) activity on each cognitive level fot
a concept. (Application)

E
1

The teacher will recognize the parts of the concept/
cognitive behavior matrix as a -result of reading a
description of the matrix. (Knowledge)

E
2

The teacher will complete five cells of a partially
comRleted matrix as a result of reviewing examples.
(Comprehension)

E
3

The teacher will recognize the parts of the synthesis
matrix as a result of reading a description of the
matr4x. (Knowledge)

c.4 The teacher will complete five cells of a partially
completed matrix as a result of reviewing examples.
0_,Juiprehension)

J
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T
b

The tt-acher will be able to use the matrix system to,
write activities on six cognitive levejs as demonstrc cd
by writing one (1) activity on each cognitive level
concept. (Application)

Rationale

The concept/cognitive behavior matrix has two dimensions which
form a grid. Within the grid it,is possible to generate six acti\iti,-7,

one at each cognitive lj..owel for each concept. The matrixvstem ser,, uP
forced relationships-between the concepts and the eoqi,Itie behav3or,.

The synthesis matrix was developed becau,e syt.th-sis act ! Yt t,_e te

,t-oblbly the most valuable for gifted student, ins

difficult to generate. ,The cognitive behavi.-)r of 1_

confused with application. The differences between the t.:)

on-in Module 2, is that synthesis invol%-es some change. 'Imen,1[,n of

the synthesis matrix, therefore, has different ways t8 change- tortmltioh.

E
1

The teacher will recognize the parts of the coneltpt/eognIfl', benav:or
matrix as a result of reading a description of the matrLx. (:Knowledge)

The vertical axis of this matrix is for the co:wept:, that been

identified on your topic. The horizontal axis iq

behaviors according to Bloom.

Cogniti-ve Behaviors

Know. Comp. Appl. Anal.

'

The intersection of any of the ,sompoheht-, t IL-

should result in an activity at a'particular ,tiv,

a particular concept:

53



Concept,

Activities

A slight modification of this system i$ a full page matrix
with only one concept. This allows more room for generating
multiple activities at each cognitive level.

Cognitive Behaviors

Know. Comp. Appl. Anal. Syn. E. )1.

Label the blank matrix with the appropriate information, tin
the concepts for your topic. (page 45)
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Activities 46

The teacher will complete five cells of a partially
completed matrix as a result of reviewing examples.
(Comprehension)

The examples in this section will focus on 0- higher
level cognitive behaviors of analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation.

Topic: Democracy

Cognitive Behavior'

Conceits

Freedom

Analysis

1. Compare the per-
sonal freedom of
the individual in
a democracy and
under another
form of govern-
ment.

Synthesis

1. Improve upon
the Bill of
Rights. Write
a new one.

Evaluation

1. Evaluate the
importance of
personal freedom
to the concept of
a democracy.

j
2. Analyze the con- 2. Imagine a 2. Debate the issue

stitution to deter- country in which of the rights of
mine the rights of the individual the unborn.
children.

3. Analyze the eifeiti

of individual per-
sonal freedon on
the economy of a
country.

has no peisonal
freedom. Write
a short story to
describe how the
government would
enforce its pone-,
ies and how peopld
would react.

Sr
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Task 4. 5

Add five activities to the p.rt il l 111t*1td

DemoLracy. You may add a concept pt .*o+nt i nue t rt. tt, t ivit

on the concept of f reedom

3
['he teacher will re, (*..11 t. 'It tr t tt,, ,titt
mat r I as a resin t , ,It t II ,,; nit
(Knowivdge)

Fhe ,n thesis mat r 1 t 1
t i 1TI

ot change s t rateg 1 C 'r 10 ,' ./ ! ' '''' I ' '' L i ' , il i

concept, at lea-t - , 1 . . . , , n t I , .1 , , I f I I- I t 1, - ., ). _, n, r it, ,I

using the change ,,trate,,!te,. 1'.,

Concept:

C11,111*.Ltc. t

or

(ommuniLatin6 Attribute

;Ir

fu i Ii

)1-47,:aLize

in I ttt t I I AXIL; irr,t c2,11. !

iik

tibt.*1 t he hl .ink pit r

talirr It It'fl 'ifl I unecpt

5;J

*, t
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E
4

The teacher will complete five cells of a partially
completed matrix as a result of reviewing examples.
(Comprehension)

To formulate activities using the snythesis matrix, focus
on a concept and one of the change strategies. For ex-
ample, using the concept of freedom, the attribute of
political independence may be changed to yield an activity:

Elaborate on the idea that an individual is dependent
on the government which grants him political indepen-
dence.

The next step is to choose a way of communicating this
idea (from the vertical axis on the matrix).

Write a short story about this paAdox,

Other examples are given below:

Change.Persepctive: Advocate a freedomless society
in an expository speech.

Change Use: Draw up a constitution based on the
premiss that the needs of toe society. are more im-
portant than the freedom of individuals.

Change View: Dramatize the quality of life of the
individual in a society which granted no personal
freedom.

Change Effect: Individual freedon results it free
enterprise. If there were no laws governing free
enterprise (limiting their freedom), what might re-
sult. Represent your conclusion in a schematizaticn.

Change History: Draft a Declaration of Independence
as if there had been no French Revolution.

Task 4.7

Write five more synthesis activities using the matrix on the
Concept of freedom or another concept under the topic of democracy.
Use five different change strategies.

Concept:

Change Strategy:

Activity:

Concept:

Change Strategy:

Activi

6



Activities 51

Concept:

Charge Strategy:

Activity:

Concept:

Change Strategy:

Activity:

Concept:

Change Strategy:

Activity:

J

If you have decided to use the matrix for generating activities,
return to the worksheets for activities 4.4 and 4.6. (pages 45 and 48-49)

Complete the matrix on page 45 for the concepts for your topic. Then,

proceed to the Terminal Task Worksheet at the end of the module. As long

as your matrix is complete there is no need.for you to transfer the infor-
mation to this worksheet.

64
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Activities

Williams' Strategies

T
c

The teacher will be able to use the Williams' Strategies
to write activities on six cognitive levels as demonstrated
by writing six (6) aczivities for each concept. (Application)

E
1

The teacher will describe the steps in his own words
for using thi Williams' Strategies for generating
activities as a result of reading a description of
the steps. (Comprehension)

E
2

The teacher will use Williams' Strategies to finish
Several activities for a concept as a result of re-
viewing several examples. (Comprehension)

65
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Tc The teacher will be able to use'the Williams' Strategies
to write activities on six cognitive levels as demonstrated
by writing six (6) activities for each concept. (Application)

Rationale

Williams has presented 18 teaching strategies in his book
Classroom Ideas for Encouraging Thinking and Feeling (1970, D.O.K.).
The strategies fodus on the unusual, puzzling, or, exceptional about
a.concept.

Thinking in terms of these strategies when developing activities
- usually helps to generate higher level thinking activities.

The teacher will describe in his own words the steps for using the
Williams' Strategies for generating activities as a result of reading
a description of the st, s. .(Comprehension)

Williams' 18 strategies are listed and defined on the following,
pages. Three activities can be generated for each one based on
Bloo-m's Taxonomy.

1. Identify and define the element. (Knowledge, Comprehension)

2. Recognize and locate examples of the element. (Application,
-Evaluation)

.3. Analyze the element for the purpose of invention. (Analysis,
Synthesis)

These three steps represent the developmental sequence to be used
when teaching with each strategy. Activities generated on steps
two and three would help to satisfy the needs of the gifted student
for higher level thinking.

Williams' 18 strategies are given and defined on page 55. An example
of creati7e activities for a science fiction unit follow the definitions
on page 56. Each'strategy takes a unique perspective on the content.
Before the student can respond to that he must be able to identify it
and locate examples. Following this acquisition of information, he may
manipulate it at higher cognitive levels. The examples on science
fiction are all from sten 3 above.

66
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Task 4.8

Describe the three steps for generating activities using
Williams. Try not to refer back to the description - this is
a comprehension level task.

Step 1:

,Cognitive Behaviors

Step 2:

Cognitive Behaviors

Step 3:

Cognitive Behaviors

E
2

The teacher will use Williams' strategies to finish several
activities for a concept as a result of reviewing several
examples. (Comprehension)_,

40
Using the conceg-of freedom, we have given examples of
activities throughout a chart on pages 58 and 59. Fill

in five more activities, making certain you lend variety
to the task by writing at least one activity in each
column.
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Williams' 18 Strategies

1. Paradox Something which seems to be contradictory that
may nonetheless be true.

2. Attributes The inherent properties, characteristics or qualities.

3. Analogies The comparison of two things based on some criteria of
likeness or difference.

Discrepancies Unknown, missing, or unreported information.

Provocative

Questions

6. Examples of
Change

7. Examples of
Habit

8. ,Organized

Random Search

9. Skills of
Search

10. Tolerance for

Ambiguity

11. Intuitive

Experience

12. Adjustment. to

Development

13: Creative People
aMd Process

14. Evaluate
SituatiRh,%

15. Creative

Reading Skill

16: Creative
Listening Skill

17. Creative

Writing Skill

Inquiring about the puzZling, controversial, or
mysterious.

IIA focus on the dynamics or growth ef.a situation and

1

the subsequent modifications.

A focus on the rigir.ty of thinking and the effects
of it.

Using a familiar idea (like alphabetical order) to go
at random to create A new'idea.

-dr,*

Searching for information through research in the
areas of:

Historical - search for ways something has been
done before.

Descriptive - search for the current status of
something.

Experimental - search for what happens in an experi-
mental situation.

Posing situations which are Open-ended and do not
force closure such as situations which puzzle,
intrigue, or challenge thinking.

Sensitive to information from the five senses, emotions
and inward hunches.

Learning and developing from mistakes or failur-s;
generating many options for action.

Examining the traits and processes of creative people
in a field of endeavor.

'heck Ideas against the facts; make decisions based or
eonsequce-es or implications.

1

Using reading as a springboard, a way to generate ideas.

Using listening to learn and generate ideas._.

The skill of communicating ideas in writing and
generating new ideas through writing.

18. Visualization Express ideas in visual form and learning from visuals.

6s
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1. Paradoxes

2. Attribute

3. Analogies

4. Discrepancies

5. Provocative'
Qutrstions

6. Examples of
Change

7. ExaMples of
Habit

8. Organized
Random Search

9. Skills of
Search

10. Tolerance for
Ambiguity

11. Intuitive

Experience

Activities 56

Higher Level Thinking Activities for a Science Fiction
Unit based on Williams' Strategies

Propose a hypothesis to explain why it is that science
fiction writers are able to accurately predict new
inventions but not create them.

Analyze at least a dozen works classified as science
fiction to determine its characteristics as a literary
genre.

Analyze "science" and "science fiction" to determine
their relationship. Analyze "fiction" and "science
fiction" to determine their relationship.

Identify somk*hing which is unknown in a science fiction
work: write a science fiction story in which that unknown
is known.

Propose an hypothesis to answer the question: "Why,

has science ficzion been called a modern mytIclugy?"
Predict the effect of a science fiction "fact' suddenly
becoming real.

Create a science fiction story pretending that yoti, the
author, are living in the 1800's.

Evaluate a science fiction work in terms of all the ways
it contradicts our habitual ways of viewing things.

Create a science fiction story in which you change the
sex of the main character.

Summarize the history of science fiction.

Propose alternative hypotheses for solvin- Princess Lea'.3
problem in "Star Wars". (Teacher may read any scence
fiction story outloud and stop at a crucial point for
several days to allow students to propose solutions to a
dilemma.)

Re-write a story including yourself as a character.



Activities 57

.

12. Adjustment to
Developmeat

Propose questions to be able to describe a
mysterious character, object, or situation.
Propose,hypethesis based on information available

(twenty questions).

13. Creative People Analyze Isaac Asimov's life to describe his dual

and Process careers as science fiction writer, and scientist.'

14. Evaluate Investigate the effect of science fiction on the

Situations scientific community.

15. Creative Reading Compare two science fiction works written 100 years

apart.

16. Creative Create sounds for several machines or weapons used

Listening in a science fiction woi4.

17. Creative Writing Write a story 100 years henL using one of the two

themes analyzed in objective #15.

18. Vis.talization Create illustrations for -one,of your original

science fiction works.

r-

0
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Activity 4.9 Activities Based on Williams Strategies
Concept: FkeedoA

11

Strategy

Paradox

Attributeg

Analogies

Discrepancies

Provocative
Questions

Example of
Change

Example of
Habit

9rganized
Random Search

i Skills of
11 I Search

11 'Tolerance for

Ambiguity

"Ftee" means ante-
stticted. Freedom 6
kutticted by the .

'Lights 0 6 othets.

Exptain.

!---The gat or; Right( 4446

grown. Why? How?

Peopee take theit
6teedom Son gtanted,
Hew? Why?

New democtacces ate
expeAimemting with
OUA model. What coun-
tlie,s have? With what
le.satt?

Activities 58

Find Examples

16 6teedom 6 the natutat
state o6 humans , why do
some totetate not being
6-tee?

A doctor 6 to medicine as
i4 to

6teedom.

Right to tik,syte.
How i s Zt tu'ilticted?

How 6 it tefated to /WA-
.6ona4 6leedom in a 6tee
soccetu?

Create

DescAibe a society
giver untc-

stiticted 6leedom to

inctividuats.

Have RT tOSt some 'leedoms What doors :coued you
thteugh aegi:cet? walit ,;(.z_st aou had

IleVe", been rjtee? Why?
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Activity 4.9 - Continued

V

S ategy

Intuitive

Experience

Identify, Define Find Examples Create

Adjustment to
Development

Creative People
and Process

Evaluate
Situations

Thomas Ject,son
Who was he? Why i.s he

dented with Akeedom?

Creative Reading Ht4tcticra Fiction
Skill What is it? 06 that

oatui i s Lt? To whom?

Creative Listen-
ing Skill

Creative Writing
Skill

Visualization
Skill

Sumboes oA Aleedom
What ate they? Where
did thee. ctiginate?

How hah big goveument
a66ected the 6keedom
o6 the individual?

you have just been mall

a stave. Describe

you beet.

What:wilt be the A
u

mi
o6 peonat 6aeedom o
eatth in the year 220

Fkeedon has been ex-

1
pu4sed in -song and
poetku. When? What aqe
some example s?

Thokeaus' tuatis
Civil Disobedienc,
a ciazsic exptcssto.

oA peqsonat Aneedom.
Whu? Find another

example.
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Activities 60

If you have decided to use this system for generating activities, use
the additional chart provided on page 61 to write activities. It may not be
possible or even useful to generate 54 activities. Instead, choose one
technique for each concept and write at least three activities for it.

After completing the chart with at least 12 activities, proceed to
the Terminal Task Worksheet at the end of this module. It is not necessary
to rewrite your activities in this format if they are organized by concept.

W i1
I ti
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Activity 4.9 - Activities Based on Williams Strategies

Concept:

Strategy

Paradox

Attribute-

Analogies

Discrepancies

Provocative
Questions

Example of
Change

rxampies of

ibit

Organized
Random Search

Skills of

Search

folerance for

Ambiguity

intuitive

Lxperience

L
Adjustment to
Development

Creative People

and Process

1

Identify, Define
(Concept)

Find Examples Create

4

7 A
.4

i
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Activity 4.9 - Continued

trategy Identify, Define

*valuate
Situations

-Creative Reading
Skill

Creative Listen-
ing Skill

Creative Writing.

Skill

Visualization

Skill

rind Examples Create
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Activities 63

Terminal Task Module 4

Complete the following information to meet the requirements of the Module:

ionic

Concepts

A.

11.

Activities

5 .

4.



C.

D.

5.

6.

1.

2.

5.

6.

1.

2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

,

I

7"
I a

Activities 64

C-----",
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E.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7o



anagemtnt
How ito use a variety

nbuttibt
tnti

Now to odd
looinniap sod

Wigs

opuliition
Who they in Whet they

need Who should teach them

ognitibt
tbabior

How they think

tit tbuttibt
eglitntingi

attibitit5
Techniques to get content
across and promote higher

level thinking

How to
Organize Como

Communication
How to handle "spontaneous inter-

action" in the classroom



Moiule 5

Terminal and Enabling Objectives

teichor will be abre to writ- terminal oblectives that
In( iii le detinen population, a cognitive behavior, and
muthol of raluition. (Appliation)

The t( ,:ter will be able to write tlabling objectives that
irtelude a defined population, a cognitive behavior, and

designedto develop those behaviors. (App,lication)

Thy, teacher will be able to recognize the four
independent behavioral objectives as a result of
studying definitions and practicerA4 discriminating
among those parts. (Comprelien,,Ion)

rh, tea,her will be able to disrimirate between
cr-mlnal and enabling oblerrivfli as a result of
r,_rorinizinl which parts :Jf bohaviutai objectives

ate included in terminal objective-, and which parts
ire included in 0,,abling oblectivE,s. (F,aluation)



Objectives 68

T
1

The teacher will be able to write terminal objectives that include
a cognitive behavibr and method of evaluation.

T
2

The teacher will be able to write enabling objectives that include
cognitive behaviors and activities designed to develop those behaviors.

Rationale

At this point in the instructional program you have selected a
topic, written a rationale, identified cognitive behaviors, arranged
cognitive behaviors in a deductive sequence, and identified a minimum
of 18 instructional activities. You are ni ready to complete your
basic unit plan by combining these components into a system of terminal
and enabling objectives. Your unit plan will specify terminal behaviors
to be achieved by gifted students along with suitable evaluative con-
ditions and, enabling objectives designed to move students along a con-
tinuum toward these desired end of unit behaviors. The enabling obj-
ectives will be the activities you have already written, organized from
simple to complex in terms of cognitive behavior and content. The
terminal objective will describe the final student outcome of the entire
unit of study. For gifted students it will probably represent a problem
and require synthesis level cognitive behavior.

You have no doubt noted that you, the gifted teacher, are expected
to complete the higher cognitive level task of writing a unit as a result
of this program. Each Gem provides you with opportunities" to complete a
part of that task. The activities within them "enable" you.to complete
the terminal objective.

The teacher will be able to recognize the four independent parts of an
objective and have then gone on to make some vague distinctions between
goals And objectives-. This has resulted in little substantive differences
between goals and objectives and the distinction has served no useful pur-
pose. We attempt to avoid the confusion created in this structure by fo-
cusirlgon terminal and enabling objectives. Functional rules for terminal
and enabling objectives can be defined and clear distinctions between them
can be drawn. First, the four parts required in the formation of objec-
tives include:

1. Population - who will demonstrate the behavior
specified in the objective.

2. Behavior - a word or phrase that clearly describes
the behavior to be acquired by the population.
(See Module 2 on Cognitive Behavior)

3. Activity - a description of the activity(ies) that
will produce the desired behavior. (See Module
on Deductive Sequencing and Module 4 on Activities)

4. Evaluation - how will the desired behavior be evaluated
and what level of mastery will determine successful
performances. (See Module 4 on Activities)

8
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Example

Intellectually gifted 4th grade students - population (p)

Will write a minimum of five hypothesis - bP:lavior (b)

After examining alternative causes for
hypthetical events presented in short

paragraphs - activity (a)

Each hypothesis will meet the two stan- evaluation (e)

dards of:
a. accounting for data presented

in the event description

b. testability

Task 5.1
Identify the following parts of objectives as referring to the

population (p), behavior (b), activities (a), or evaluation 0'.

Objective 1. (a) Intellectually gifted 5th grade students.

will construct two dimensional shapes
(c) by following sets of written diiections.

Objective 2. (a) Creatively gifted 1st grade, students
(b) will identify humorous events"
(c) observed in their own homes over a twoday period.'

Objective 3. (a) Intellectually gifted 6th grade students
(b) will describe Buck's early environment and
development (c) during a class disL,Ission following
silent reading of Chapter 1 in "Call of the Wild."

Objective 4. (a) Inllectually gifted 5th ,Trafe students
(b) will demonstrate an ability to compare
geometric f-- ms (c) by constructing a two dimen-
sional matrix that illustrates the relationships
between number of angles and number of sides of a
minimum of five shapes.

Objective 5., (a) Intellectually gifted 6th grade students
(b) will be able to state in their own words
the law of the "Club and the Fang" () C-1.0._ he

Statement is recognizable to peers.

Objective 6. (a) Creatively gifted 3rd grade students (b) will
demonstrate an ability to generate (c) a minimum
of six a.ternative hypothesis explaining why each
of several events has occurred when verbal

descriptions of unusual events.
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. .

F
2

The teacher will be able to discriminate between terminal and
mnabling objectives as a result of recognizing which components
of objectives'are included in each.

Enabling objectives contain the following components:

1. Population
2. Behavior
3. Activity

Enablinc c/jectives focus off-the activities students will engage
in as they work in the unit of study. Several similar, optional, and/or
alternative activities may be listed under one enabling stem, that is,
one statement of population and cognitive behavior. Enabling objectives .

are characterized 14 the word "will," The stue-mt "will' do something to
gatn the information or skills he needs in working toward the completion
of the terminal objective.

Intellectually gifted 4th grade stldents will compare attributes
of trees by:

1. Examining diagrams of trees,
2. Examining trees on school grounds.
3._ Participating in a brainstorming session, and
4. Discussing with classmates commonalities and differences

of trees.

Terminal objectives contain the components:

1. Population
2. Behavic,..-

3. Evaluation

Terminal objectives are distinguished by a "will be able to or
"will demonstrate" phrase and criteria for judging successful performance
of the cognitive behavior specific within the objective. Cdfiditions

selected for demonstrating final performance may be drawn from the pool
of activities developed in Module 4. Someone looking at a terminal
objective should be able to asnwer the question, "How will I '.-:now when

I have successfully Aemonstrated the-cognitive behavior stated in the
objectiv,t?" You may ask yourself, "How will 'I distinguish between
successful and unsuccessful nerfoimance?"

Examples

, Enabling
.1. CreativAl gifted 3rd grade students will list alternative

modifications 'for a broom by using an attributes checklist.
2. Intellectually gifted 5th grade gtudents will record critical

incident. contr4buting to changes in their environment
aserved over a two-week period of time.

8'
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Termiral

1. Creatively gifted 2nd grade students will demonstrate the
ability to produce flexible responses to pictorial stimuli
with a minimum of five categorically different responses
per r

2. Intellectually gilted 6th grade students will demonstrate
'an ability to contrast two literary selections by isolating
a minimum of five contrasting elements for each of three
paii's of selections.

Task 5.2

Retnrn to task 3.2 and classify the objectives you wrote as either
enabling or terminal. Look for the characteristic phrasing of
do" (enabling) and "will be able to." Do you use other synonyms for'
these Phrase's? What are they?

Terminal Task - At this point, you should be able to organize the

cognitive behaviors you have selectee, activities; and knowledge
of terminal-and enabling objectives in a complete unit plan. At

this point your unit plan will contain a rationale, terminal objec-

tives in which evaluation conditions for demonstrating terminal

behaviors are specified and enabling objectives that delineate cognitive

behaviors and activitie'. These terminal and enabling objectives should

be hierarchical* arranged in a deduFtive sequence consistent with

the taxonomy of cognitive behaviors and levels of learning in content-

Your unit should meet the following criteria:

1. Rationale as specified in Module 1

2. Terminal 11-,ectives

'a. ,Population
b. Observable cognitive behaViOr

Evaluative criteria

3 Enablir,g -hiectives
a. poalation
b. nbsfrvable c:otnitive behavior

C. Activities

4. k sequence of enabling -bjeci\iyed that will 1'ad students
through the p-erkuisite lower level cognitive behaviors
and 1,..,vls of learning to the desired terminal ohiective.

D. A preponderence of higher level cognitive .behaviors.

6. Each (Nhi,-f_tiv.- labeled with the cognitive level behavior.



Task 5.1

Obj. 1

a. population
b;. Behavior

c. Activity

Obj. 4

a. Population.

b. Behavior
Evaluation

Task, 5.2

Obj.. 1 E

Obj. 2 E

Obj. 3

Obj. 4 T

Obj. 5 T

Obj. 6 .1 T

Objeotives 72

Answer Key

Obj. 2

a. Population
b. Behavior
c. Activity'

Obi. 5

a. Population
b. Behavior
c. Evaluation

Obj. 3

a. Population
b: Behavior
C. Activity

rbj. 6

a. Population
b. Behavior
-c. Evaluation
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Module 6

Inductive Sequences of Learning Activities

The teacher will be able to construct a unit presentation using
the inductive approachlas demonstrated by the addition of intro-
ductory and culminating, activities to his unit plan. (Application)

E
I

The teacher will dfscribe the, inductive approach to sequen:ing
learning activities as.a result of reading a,description of it.

(Comprehension)

E
2

The teacher will develop an introductory activity as a result
of completing Ta or Tb:

T
a

The teadher will be able 'to describe a minimum of three
,learning activities designed to teach nroblem solving
strategies for Type 3 and Type 4 problems as measured
by the definition of an introductory activity in the
inductive approach.

1

T
b

The teacher will be able tq write ontalogidal, axiological
and epistemological questions and activities for use as
ar introduction to a topic and which meet the criteria
of an introductory activity. (Application)

i
3

The teacher will develop culmiglating activities-for a unit
as a result of reading a description of problem solving and
examples of activities. (Application)

75
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The teacher will be able to construct a unit presentation using
the inductive approach as demonstrated by the addition of intro-
ductory and culminating activities to his unit plan. (Application)

Rationale
Sr/

There are two basic approaches to organizing learning
activities for students. One follows.a deductive, approach
(Module 3)'in which prerequisite behaviors are carefully established
as students are led up through both Bloom's taxonomy in the'cognitive
domain and Gagne's levels of learning. Thi approach utilizes a
sequential organization of enabling objectives that lead to terminal
behaviors. Knowledge and comprehension level behaviors are est-
ablished prior to application type behaviors followed by analysis,
synthesis and evaluation level behaviors. Multiple discriminations
and concept acquisition are established prior to principle and
problem solvihg level tasks.

The other apprOach utilizes an inductive approich in whiJi
students are immediately immersed in higher level tasks and then
find (discover) it necessary to backtrack throwh lover level be-
haviors in order to resolve apparent paradoxes and ambiguities.
Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses depending upon
teacher preference, content area, and student grade i 1 and
sophistication.

The purpose of cvamining the inductive approach is to produce
an introductory and culminating activity for your unit. Although the
body of your unit is complete with activities and expectations,
we have made no mention of its presentation to students. The in-

, duc_ive approach provides the key to the successful implementation of
a well - prepared unit.,

Topic

The introductory activity is designed to interest students in
the topic and to provide or initiate direction for information gathering.
The intermediary activities guide this search for information so that the
topic is thoroughly explored. The culminating, activity then ties all that
has preceded it together. It represents the best answer to the question
posed by the introductory activity.

Historical
Fiction

Fractiot;

- ,

, Introductory questions and activities

How accurate is historical fiction?
Students listen to tape recording of
Hal Holbrook's Truman, and read an
historical rendition.

How many different wys tail ybu tell
someone yod want a part of something?
In groups of five students receive a
large candy bar. They are asked to
write what part they want of,it on a
piece of paper using any expression
except fractional ones. The student
with the most unusual and'accurate

request (as judged by another grotp)
Tfte that part. The rest of the candy

-NM&

Culminating activities

Students "become" an
historical figure, there-
by cxeating historical
fiction.
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I
1

The teacher will deicribe the inductive approach to
sequencing learning activities as a result of reading
a descriptioil of it. (Comprehension)

The inductive approach to a unit consists' of three stages:

Stags 1. Introductory activities which present-a question or
problem, and thin clarify it.

Stage 2. Intermediary activities which are built around a terminal
objective and Several enabling objectives.

Stage 3. Culminating a' ti which bring all the inforiXtion of
the unit to bear solving the problem or answering,the
quxistion posed at the beginning of the unit. -Idea=finding
and solution finding contribute t_ this stage.

Now to writs introductory activities is the topic of the next enabling
objective MI). Introductory activities may be based on a problem (T ) or a
philosophical question (Tu). The problem solving process of problem 81ari-
ficationo idea-finding min solution-finding are presented in the section on
culminating activities (E,). -You have already written the intermediary

activities for the unit if you completed le 4.

Task 6.1 Describe the three stages of inductive approach in your own
words. Try hot 'to refer to the description given.

Stage 1.

Stage 2.

Stage 3.
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2
2

The teacher will develop an introductory activity as a
result of completing the- terminal objective for problem

solving or philosophical perspective.

The basic premise of the inductive approach is that students
'are more Motivated to learn about a topic if they are presented With-
something which puzzles them. Like a rhetorical question, an intro-

duction to a unit which has an unknown answer, can get students in-
volved through presenting them with a challenge. Added to a unit of

study, this is the introductory activity.

The section on problem solving discusses four types of problems,
two of which are appropriate for introductory activities for a unit
for gifted students. The section on philosophy suggests a perspective
which poses three unanswered questions on a topic.

At this point you whould read the rationales for each cf the

sections and then choose one to complete. Of course you may examine

the sections as closely as you wish before making your decision.

After formulating an introductory 1;ioblem of question, it should,:

be added to your unit plan. In addition, you will want to be sOre to

make plans to make it a highly visible part of the studentsenviron-
ment, something on the order of a large banner at tne front of the room.

. T.
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Problem Solving

T
a

The teacher will be able to describe a minimum of three learning
activities designed to teach problem solving strategies for Type 3
and Type 4 problems as measured by the definition of an intro-
ductory activity in the inductive approach. (Application)

-_,- E
1

The teacher will classify problems as a result of studying
definitions and examining examples of problem types. .

(Comprehension)

Teaching
?roblem Solving

I I 4

Rationale

Problem

1
Strategies

Clarification
Idea Solutivi

Finding Findintl

The two tasks of problem finding and problem solving provide
numerous opportunities for application of higher'level cognitive
behaviors. Because of their significancein the intellectual
gifted classroom, it is desirable to examine them from a first
person .perspective as well as a process to De taught. It is
assumed that"teachers well-versed in efficient problem solving
strategies will not only be better able to teach problem solving
as a process, but will increase their effectiveness by serving ash
problem solving models.

lthough problem solving can be taught to all levels of stueents,
it is the intellectually gifted who, as future producers of infor-
mation, will benefit most significantly from skills in this area.
Problem solving is one of the distinguishing features of the intellec-
tually gifted classroom and emphasis on problem finding and problem
solving contribute significantly to the qualitatively differentiated
curriculum.

Posing a Type 3 or Type 4 problem is an excellent way to 'begin,
a undt. They present the stydents with "rearproidems to be solved.
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The teacher will classify problems _as a result of_studying-
---definitiOne-end-iiiasaiiingesampies of problem types.

(Comprehension)

Clarification of higher level cognitive behaviors in
problem solving is grounded in Om problem finding - problem
solving context presented by Getiels (1975). Problem classi-
fication, according to Getzels, is based on who has information
about different stages of the problem solving process. The
figure below, adapted from the work of Getzels and extended to
include one new type of problem, presents a problem classi-
fication scheme based on the amount of information possessed by
teachers and students for each of three primary stage° in the
problem solving process.

Problem Finding - Problem Solving

Problem
Types,

Problem Statement
Tch. St.

Idea Finding
Tch. St.

Solution Finding
Tch. St.

1 +. + + + + -

2 + + + - + -

3 + 4
.

+ -

4 - - - - -

As pointed out by Getzels, the only mystery in Type 1 problems is the
correct answer to be supplied by students. Actually, Type 1 problems require
only the low level thinking skills of knowledge and comprehension. Type 1
problems are frequently encountered in commercial text and workbook series
and can be identified by a basic fill in the blank format. Type 1 problems
presentthe problem statement for which some standard method of solution is
already known to students. For example, "Side A of a square is 5 inches,
fird its area." The method of solving this problem has already been estab-
lished and students are required only to recall a formula, substitute one
number in the correct place, and to perform one arithmetic operation in
order to arrive at the correct solution.

Type 2 problems require the student to find a method of solving the
p em as well as. determining its correct solution. For example, "Side A
of a is 5 inches. How do you suppose you can find its area?" Type 2
problems are utilized iu discovery learning processes in which students are
expected to explore several alternative methods for arriving at a correct
solution. Students then evaluate various alternatives and select the most
efficient method. /What frequently happens in group settings, however, is that
one student discovers solution which is confirmed by the teacher, and the
rest of the group then has drily a Type 1 problem to solve.

A third type of problem offers a defined problem statement to both
teacher and student for which one general methodology is employed.
The solution for Type 3 problems is however, open-ended. Any solution
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that can be supported either directl' or h inference is considered. Type
3 problems-are generally encountered in settings as moral reasoning sessions
(Galbraith 6. Tones, 1476) where moral dil.lmas establish the problem setting;
G!'eat Books program where interpretations authors'intent are used to_estab----
lish problem conditions; and in Lipman's.(1974) Philosophy Program for

oChildren.
Solutions are fudged neither right or wrong, but rather in terms

probabilities based on the supportive evidence gathered from contextual
clues. The method employed in Type "1 problems is based on analysis of the
problem setting mediated by values and/or feelings held by the problem
solver. The signlficance of various pieces of information may vary based
on each individuals mediating function and a variety of correct solutions
may emerge.

Type 4 problems are unstructured situations in which neither teacher 11
or student has defined the problem. Obviously, in this state of ambiguity,

For .example, "Here is a square, how many different questions can you ask

there can be "neither a predetermined method or-- predetermined solution."

about it?" or "How many ways can You divide eighteen in half?" Type 4
problems are often states' as tasks to be accomplished or offered as settings
in whist something is likely to change. For example, "Build ", "Find",
"Defend your position', "How will life be different 20 years from now?",
or "If snow were green " introduce opportunities for defining and
solving Type 4 problems.

Both Type 1 and Tv e 2 problems have predetermined methodologies
and one correct, predetermined f..olation. Students need apply -nly the
cognitive behaviors of recall and comprehension in finding the correct

11solution to Type i problems. In Tape 2 problems, students must "discover"
a method and then find the solution. Although analysis, comprehension, and
application behaviors may all occur in TYpe 2 problems, it is que-tionable
whether a large number of students actually engage in all of these cognitive
behaviors in a group setting. Type 3 problems require analysis of some

11

p- '',1em condition, generation eff plausible solutions based on evidence
available in the problem setting, and then organization of evidence to
support selection of one solution. No, onl% are synthesis behaviors re-
quired in generating plausible 'solutions but evaluation behaviors are re-
quired in 'assessing the degree to whi.11 sklected evidence actually supports
the conclusion. T', pc 3 probler,s ,.,enerallv structure the method. of solution
around formal reasoning proce-Ise..;..

Tyne problems require -,tudent:, to first clarify"the problem and
then find both a method and a solution tor solyAng the problem. Thlt
process may lead to a whole ,.et of question., to he explored individually
or !so., small groups of students. lype 4 problems offer substantial opport-
unity for developing problem findirw and problem clarification skills re-
quiring the use of analy,.i. level 11,;11,iors. Type 4 problems also require
synthesizinv behavior;,, 1.,., ructi ,n Ott a method of alternative
me,hods leadin. toward A tri,111' evaluation, i.e. determining
which alternAtive method I . -(1-4 , t;i, tont .Ind whether or not the solution

definei lo fl, in,' clualitativel., different
program for gifted student,. ill ,uta,fn a f,te onderenee of Ppe I and

! Problems.
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Examples of Type 3 problems that might be built into existing
curricula are

I. Which character in this story do you think is strongest?
Why? How do you define strength?

2. That would you have done in John's position? Why?
3. Why do you think Harry Stottlemier behaved like

that?

Although Type 3 problems are.now generally-found in some very
excellently structured programs, their use should increase and general-
ize to the standard curriculum as experience with these programs
contindes.

Examples of Type 4 problems that might be included in any
curricular programs are eStablished in such directions as

1. Reproduce a natural environment in your classroom.
2. Develop a-system for measuring small objects.
3. Develop a plan for organizing a student government.
4. Find out how people are manipulated in our environ-

ment.

5. Find at least two ways to measure a tin can.
6. Develop a non-verbal process for ctmminicating

directiOns in the classroom.
4

Each activity is basically open-ended and requires that the
student extablish his own starting point, that is, state the pro-
blem or define the question. Once a basic question is defined, the
student may go .on to invent a methodology (idea finding) and event-
ually arrive at a solution. The solution is not judged in terms of
its correctness from any normative standard but rather, is judged on
how well it responds to the Original question. Type 3 and Type 4
problems provide inductive opportunities for learning. That is, they-
provide overall structures within which investigation oftopics and
gaining of both knowledge and skills may occur.

Examples - presented below aro examples of several problems classified
by type.

` Problem Type

I. Go outside and count something you know 4

more about after you have counted it than
you did before You counted it.

2 How is a parable different fr,mi other
literary forms?

3. Given two alternatives,, which do you think
John should choose?

4. If John has 30 apples and he gives 12 to Marv,
how many apples does John have left?
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5. If a bullet weighs 6 gins. and has a muzzle
velocity of 1,250 ft./second, how high can
the bullet travel if directed in a Hite con-

, grueut with our earth radii?

6. How could you locate points in two-dimensional
space?

7. Collect information from your lassmates'about
their favorite color.

8. Which character in this story is the most
frivolous?

Task 6.2.- Classify each of the following' problems as a Type 1, 2,
3 or 4 problem.

1.- How do you suppose-we can use-a barometer to find
the height of a skyscraper?

2. Map something that Cannot be seen.

3. Find the area of a triangle with h=5" and b=4".

4. List at least four problems that the farmers of
Latin America face.

5. Find out what people do that they say they don "t do.

6. If you were to change just the ending of this story
to make it more interesting, how would you do it?

7. Identify the theme of the story beginning once 26
of your basal reader.

8. Hdw many different types c osed geometric figures
can you construct with 5 oele s straight lines?

Terminal Task

1

2

4

Suppose you were using a prcblem-solving approach in a
heterogeneous - oriented classroom and wanted to explore the topic

. \olf energy con'serva'tion. You might begin by brainstorming the
topic and encouraging individual students to identify specific
problems related to the topic. (an introductory activity) They
might ten be encouraged to find alternative solutions. (intermediary
activities) These problem clarifying *and,problem solution stages
would then\be followed a verification stage in which students
would be reciUred to find and/or generate data related to their hypo-
thesis. Finally, these solutions would be'evaluated and compiled in
a prodpct. (cutkinating activity)

The process may be used with whole class groups, small
groups and/or individuals. The distinguishing feature of the
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approach4ls beginning with a Type 3 or Type 4 problem, clarifying
the question, generating alternative hypotheses and then,collect-
ing data to verify or reject hypotheses. During the hypothesis
verification stage, students will be.applliying a range of specific
information-gathering and processing skills and may be introduced
to new research tasks as needed.

,

1. What questions, for your grade level might ou expect to

come out of the energy topic?

2. What are some of the alternatives answers to the,,e questio.1,z!

3. What activities would students engage in as they verificd
these hypotheses?

4. Write a Type 3 or Type 4 problem on your topic and describe how
it could be used as an introductory activity.

.96
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'

Philosophical Perspective

The teacher will be able tAtrite ontoloOcal, axiological, and
epistemological questions and activities foL use, as an introduc-

tion to a topic and which neet the criteria of an intorductory
pctiVity. (Application)

E
1

The teacher will write ontological, ax logical, and

epistemological questions as a result of reading examples,
and recognizing question stems for'each type. (Application)

The teacher will describe how philosophical, questions can
ha used in a unit'of work as a result of readipg a descrip-
tion of several alternatives. (Comprehension)

Philosophical Questions

di

Ontological Epistemological Axiological

The teacher will ht .able to write ontolo gical, nxio)ogicl, and

epistemological questions whic'h net the citi.rin of definitiori
t-hose terms from Kootner.(1969).

Rationale

There are at least three perspectives in confronting the
information received throuAh the Sepses: acquisitive perspective,
critical perspective, W-Alosophical per!pective. The acquisitive
pqrspective is the pi-ocei-s c)f acquiring information, i.e. the
sensory input is recognized, And understood. It may be stored

- in short or long-terta memor-... This acquisition of information
does'not require manipulating it. The other two perspectives,
critical and philoqophital, require processing of information.
Critical thinking involves unalvsic and is thoroughly discussed
in the moduir, on .B10,11,.

The philosoph11 .11 per-Tetiv ques'tiohs the criteria upon
which the critical perspect'ive is based. It involves qtle!tion-.
ink;, how we know, what .xi,,ts; inid what is valued. These areas
are formally called episterfologv., ontology, and axiology, Le-
spectively. Gifted. students 11,:vcs-the and the inclination '
to think philosophically. An inductively sequenced unit for they
can begin with philosophical questions.
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E
1

The teacher will be able to write deltological,

and epistemological questions as a result of reading examples,
and recognizing question stems for each type. (Evaluation)

Axiology is the study of what is.valued. Ethics, mbral,
dilemmaa,,and values clarification all fal' under axiology. In '

this area. the formal goals are to deScribe.the valuing experience
of people, propose hypotheses about why certain value systems are
held, and to,compare kraluing systems. Take gifted education, as
a sample topic for axiological questions:

Is,gifted education valued?
Whp values gifted education?
Who doesn't value gifted education?

.

iWhy is it important to.some people?
Why is it not important to others?

Isthere a relatipnship between support for education
in general and support for gifted education?

Axiological questions about p'arables fojlowithe same patte.rn:

Is the parable.valued by some group of people?
By whom? Why?

Do some Oople reject the parable as an
literary .form? Why? `

.

Are there some people who recognize the existence
.of the parable and yet deny its importance?
Wh9? Why?

Is there a relationship.between literary taste and
the valuing of parables?

Questions of An axiological nature about_ measurement are:

Who is perimeter important to? Why?
What else do you suppose is valued by these individuals'

Why?

Is there a group of individupls who value perimeter
and no other concepts in measurement. why:

With experience, students can delve more 'and more deeply into
questions-of value. In order to answer a question of value it is
necessary to use analysis, synthesis"and evaluati .on. Students are
directed to propose reasonable hypotheses to answer open-ended

.questions.

Axiological questions generally ask:
*

What is important?k
To whom is it important?
How is it.important?
.Why is it important?

z9S

a
I

t.
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Task 6..3 - Identify the axiological qu stions by checking them:

1. Describe the geog phic.festures of the area.

2. Why did.thi travelers choose to stop by the river?

3. What was valued most by thMohawk Indians?

4. Who is land important to today?

5. Why dill Cinderella take the abuse-a7 sisters'

and steppother?

6. What did the prince in "The Prince and the Pauper"

hope to achieve when he switched places with the

Pauper?

Task 6.4 - Write four, axiological questionp.
An

E Epistemology is the study of how we,know. As an outgrowthof

axiological questions, students may be asked how we know abotr a .

topic. In the formal study. of epistemology several spurces,of

kno ledge have been proposed. Some of the most familiar sources

of knOWNUte are sensory input, redsoni-autholelty, and intuitiqn.

Other sources which have been propOsed are instinct, racial memory,

extra-sensory perception,.Eypernatural revelatioh, viritualisjir

occult, and anamnesis,(deie vu). Epistemological questioning

to establish the reliability or accuracy of ourintdrmation. Episte-

mological questions about gifted education might include the following:-,

How do ye know what gifted education is?

What As the definition of gifted? How do we know?

How can we test our definitions?

What does a program for gifted swdents include?

How do we know?

About parables, some epistemological questions are:

How do we know about parables?
WheQ did we first know about them?

What do we know about parables?
Has a definition of parable been greed upon?

Is it logical? 'Consistent? Accepted by.

evelyone?

Onthe topic of measurement:
.

How do we know about measurement theory?

How was it developed? .)35e whom? . . ..

Can we personally verify the concepts pf triangle, --

square, and rectangle as defined by measurement

theory? How?

oo
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Epistemological question; ask:

Whdi do we know?.
How do we know abourit?
How do ye know we knbw about it?
Is our knowledge complete?
Is it accurate?

.

Task '6.5 - Identify the epistemogic41 questions:
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1: Should policemen be able to break'the 1.1w to
inforce it?

2. What do we know about gravity?

3. What is the definition of love?

. .

4. has Science fiction been-defined?

5. ,How do'we know about the magnetic north?

6. Where is San Diego in relation to Los Angeles?

4.s

7.° Can hat4be defined?

d. Is freedom a redlit,?

Task 6.6 - Write four epistemological questions.

1
2.

3: ,

4.'

Ontology, is £he study of the essence of existence of a concept. .N

Ontology sieks to verify or deny the existence of a concept and to
describe how it exists. It is closely linked to epistemology, so

_ closely in fact; some people have.questioned its existence as a
meaningful area of inquiry. But ontology asks how something exists,
not half we know it egists.' It deals with Ole state of the condition
of something's existence. Ont9logy also asks if the existence of .

something cap be verified, or if, indeed,. it has reality. The most
femiliat"..optological question is, "Does God exist?" In tipe area of

,gifted education some ontological questions are:

Does gifted education as a unto.:;. type OT- -education
exist?

Can it be defined?
Does it exist in .the learner. the curriculum, the teacher,

or all tOr409

Dbes it exist by definition or naturally?,

l00
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n the area of. literature;

lfparable is defined as presenting a "basic truth,"
what is the definition of a "baste truth"?

Are %Ale truths" discovered,pr created?
'

A?e-parablesunilaterally linked with some individual4
of some time periods?

Are there more parables in some time periods than'others?
-Are parables a reflection of the state ofsocietr or

vice versa?

Inthe area.of measurement:.

Did people discoveT triangles in nature or create them?
Are two-dimensiOnal measurement concepts real?'
Is "area" a meaningful concept in four_dimelisions?
Is "length" a meaningful concept without "width"?

Ontological questions ask:

Does it exist? -

How does it exist?
What are the conditions of its existence?
When did it come into.existence?
Am %stengs?

T9sk 6.7 - Identify the ontological questi in the following list:

I. Are governments natural or-created by man?
2. Dbes education really oecur?..
3. What' is the definition of existence
4. Does an inciase in leisure timereflect A"

decadent society??
5: Are concepts meaningful only in terms of their

opposites? '

6. Can success be absolute defined?

Task 6.8 - Write four ontological questions:

2.

3.

4.

. A

1

Questions in the three areas tend to lead into erich other rather.
naturally. For some stilents, acquisitive learning can '.;1!e place within
the philosophical perspective. Others, however, whorskim 'ae surface of '

the philosophical qUestions will need guidance into acquisitive learning,
in order to have a body of knowledge to 'operate from.

10,E
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Task 6.9 - Idelitify the following questions as axiological (A),
epistemological (E), or ontological (0):

Topic: Nude Bathi -

1. 'Why is nude bathing important to some poeple?'
-----2. What is the definition of nude bathing?

. Is nude bathing acceptable in some places?
4.A.-Has nude bathing always occurred?

What do we know about nude bathing?.

Topic; Skiing

I. -Do all Nordic skiers also enjoy Alpine skiing?
-----2. Wher.e did skling.inriginate?4

3. Is skiing a naturalactivity for humans?

Topic:, Democracy

1. Can *democracy be operationally defined?
2. Are people naturally democratic?
3. How do we know about democracy?

Why is democracy important to some people and
socialism important to others?

Write questions in each philo4ophical_area for your topic.

Topic:

Axiological questions:

1.

2.

3.

Epistemological questions:
.

Ontological questions:

2.

3.

4
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E
3

The-teacher will describe how philosophical questions oan be
-.42sed 'in a' unit of study as a-resultNilf reading a' description.,.

of several alternatives. (Comprehension)

% .

The.drder of the philosophical areas presented here is only
one possibility. Using topics relevant to students' lives, you
may find starting*With the values issue works best. Rules in

schoefor example, may be questioned:'why are they important?
Ha qley always been important? These questions can lead into
e stemological areas. How do e know the rules? Are there

ieties that don't'havt these rules? Jurther discuision may
lead i000ntological issues: Are these *e.so in accord with nature?
Are they made up for, the convenience of,a feople? Other topics
may be. best approached initially from an epistemological viewpoint.
In science, for example ; - students may be asked how they know.a.plant
gets water;; The answer can be obtained from several sources:
authority, experilentation).or reasoning. The epistemological

4 question poses the problem. Almost, every topic can be subjected
to philosophical questioning.

.111

As mentioned briefly in the last section, some students will
acquire the standard body of knowledge through questioning frem'a
philosophical perspective. These students will be seekin informa-

tion to further their own basic knowledge of.an area, and t support

their own speculations. They may only need to be confront d with a

concept and asked whethel -or-not-it -exists . , -Obscure_or_no xistent

concepts often provide' further challenge for this type of tudent.

Not all students, however, will display this indepehdence of thought
and action. Use of the philosophical perspective with lessien-
thusiastic students can still take place within the structured
.environment of the deduotiyely organized unit plan.

\Task 6 10 - Describe how you would use the philosophical question
. generated in activity 5.9 to begin a unit.

0
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1E
3

The teacher will develop culminating activities for a unit
as a rEsu1t of reading a description of problem solving and
examples of activities. (Appaicatios)

The-culminating activity of a umt uses the problem
solving process to focus all the information accumulated,
in the unit on the problem pr question posed in the intros"
ductory activity.' The first part of this section focuses
on the problem solving process. The second part gives
some,examples of culminating activities.

4'

Although there'ara variety of definitions and names
for problem solving, the most concise definition offers
three basic stages. First, there is a problem clarrificatiork
stage followed by some sort of idea-finding related to
methodology, .and finally. a solution-finding process. The
problem Is'generally stated as a question. The most impor-
tent consideration at the problem clarification stage is
formulating.the correct question. Examining'the problent"
situation and asking "why" for each potential question will
generally broaden the problem to its most fundamental or
accuratecbndition. For example; a teacher wants"to de-
crease the amount'of noise in her classroom so sha poses
the question - "How can I reduce the talking in my class-
room? - Why? - Answer - "So students can get their work
done." - Isn't then the question really' 'How can I encourage

_______AystudentS__to_get±heir work done?" the broader problem_ that
opens up More alternatives for achieving a solution then is.
the clarified question. Another example might be, a teather
is concerned that c very poor relationship with a building
adninistrator will 4dlirsely influence a forthcoming tenure
decision. The initial problem appears to be "How can I
improve my relationship with die a..Thinistrator?" Asking
"Why?"again broadens the scope to "How can I insure objective
treatment in a tenure decigion?" Again asking why?, in-,
troduces the question of,/ "How can I be assuref of continu-
ing employment in my choen profession?" This latter ques-
tion opens the way for far more alternative approaches to a
solution than either of the narrower questions.

Idea-finding related to the problem generally begins
with gathering information followed by generating feasible

r solutions stated as alternative hypotheses. Obv,i6usly,

Type problems will not require an idea-findingphase.
Hopefully, problem Types 2 through swill encourage sub-
stantial idea finding based on fluent and flexible respond-
ing. The list of alternative hypotheses is narrowed to the
most readonable hypothesis as part of the solution finding
stage. Stage 2 ink the problem solving process may require

considerable fluency and flexibility if one expebts an
original solution or if non-standard protesses are required 5

to solve the problem. The more hypotheses that can be
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. generated, the Oeater is the.likelfhood that a solution will be
both novel and useful. *Hypothesis generation l's frequently
classified as a divergent, "ideational fluency" task subject
to the human frailities of "s(t" and/or "function fixedness."
i.e. a condition that tends to limit thivking t6 only a few
alternatives. . Specialized'techniques ineluding-such thingS'
as attribute lifeing. morphOogical.analysis and checklists
as describedjm Davis 01971 pgs. 103-119) and the Creativd
Profile Iving (CPS) process (holler, 1977) are extremely

tul in g..ne.rating hypotheses.

A solution Ps reactied when_cine or more of the feasible
hypotheses is tested or evaluated against all available
data and a match is found. The solution it almost anti-

climatic if the correct question has beeniasked and cte.itive,
usable hypotheses have been generated. The solution may

come either as an "Ah ha!""salution or may require tedious
.checking and verification with available data.

Examples of the three stage process applied to four problem types
include:

4

Stage 1. Question finding.
Stage 2. Solution finding.
Stage 3. Solution acceptance.

Type 1 Find the area of a triangle with a 'and b=4'

Stage I Question clearly stated. (Comprehension)

(Question)
Stage 2 - Recall formulas for finding area.of a triangle.
(Knowledge)
(Solution)

Substitute numbers, in formula. (Comprthension)%
Complete computation. (Knowledge)

. Stage 3 - Subinit answer to teacher for evaluation. (Verification)
(No student behavior)

Take 2 - How do you 'suppose we can use a barometer to find the
height of a skyscraper:

Stage 1 Ouestion clearly stated. (Cqmprehension)

Stage 2 - icnerate alternative hypothesis. (Synthesis)
Stage 3 Submit answer to teacher for evaluation. (No

student behavior) or,
Identifv.and support the alternative hypothesis
that best solves the problem.. (Evaluation)

/105
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Type.3 - If you were to change just the ending of thig
story to make it more interesting, how would
you do'itq; a

Stage 1 - Question clearly stated. ,(Comprehension) j
Stage 2 - erate altergative hypotheses.. (Syrithesis)1
Stage 3i- Sibmit answer to teacher for evaluation.

(No student behavior)

Determine adequacy of the 'answer. (Evaluation)

Type 4 - Map something that cannot be seen.
Stage 1 - C1441,fy question.- (Analysis)-
St`age 2 / Generate ali'vnatie hypothesis. (Synthesis)
Stage 3 - Determineadkitiacy of.response. (Evaluation)

. .

Task-6.11 - Solve each.of'the following problems and describe what
happfns inleach stage of the Problem solving process. .

la

Problem,1 - How are the following numbers ordered?

0, 2, 3, 6,,7, 1, 5, 8

Stage'l -

Stage 2 -
0

Stage 3 -

frobnm.2 - List as many different ways as.you cati eo divide
eighteen in half.

1, a

Stage 1 -
) .

.
Stage 2 -

Stage 3

Problem 3 --Find the, area of a rectangle with -side's =
and side B = 4cm.

lit

Stage 1 -

Stage 2

Stage 3

Problem 4 - Four baseball players, Jeff;,Bart, Cliff and Matt
and (not necessarily respectively), a first base-'
man, second baseman, third baseman aod stlor stop
are tiding tc the game on two double seats, one

o directly behind the other on the right hand side
of the team bus.

106
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/ 4

The second baseman is sitting, to thg'right of Matt,
(who, bythe way, is not the first baseman) and
Jeff isi4itting directly in front of Bart: Matt
is sitt behind the short stop. Where is each--

.playe osition?

sage 1 -

Stage 2 -

Stage

Culminating Activities

The problem solving process need not he confined to the culminat-
ing activity-440 of the unit. If poSsible, it may be effectively
interspersedc,irollAut the unit period. The problem clarification
may'ocr.ur during the introductory 'activities`, during the implementation

oc the_unit plan, and5iain at the end. Likewise, the idra-finding and
solution-finding,weuld seem to a natural outgrowth of gaining more infor-
mation on the topi.C.

Culenat, ,activitieg be,,,in with a bahnstocting session on whahas
been learned thlt contributes to solving the problem or answering
the question (solution finding). After brainstorming, individuals nr
small groups ofiktuttents then take the responsibility for organizing
pieces of this !formation for presentation to the larger group.
Depending on how much Otganization is needed, the group may want to
discuss presentation format the,or wait a few days. After t e pre- #

sentationg are ready, a practice run is held, than the final presents-
, #

tion made.

An.examcile.of this.iprocess is a science fiction, unit inwhich the
initial problem posed was , Nhat p/i1.1 life on earth be like in the

year 2099?v

'the terminal objective of the unit plan was:

The :7udent wi11.-be able to identify the trends in the present
w4Ch science fiction writers rave developei into'the realities
of 4the future as demonstrated by an analysis of a specific work
ulOg that criteria.

ar

a
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. . .

. The, culminating activity was a science fiction fair for the entire'
grade level in.which smal groups of students were responsible for Centers,

VI"on various components o life on earth in the year 2099. Each center made
a:prediction about its 'component, justified it. in terms of current trends,
ane engaged the audience in some sort of activity to help them to experience
what+ life will be like in that year., One center, for example, was on

' animals. Tilley predicted that the ozone layer will be destroyed based on
'theicontirtning use qf florodarbons.. They described the effect of no ozone.

, . layer on animals and then askri the audience to consider how their individual
pets would 'lave to adapt.

'Task 6.12
ti

Describe.some possible culminating activities for use in your unit.
Be. sure to include activities for the problem solving stages andformulation

' ofta culminating event. 114

No
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Key
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2.

3
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6.2 1. 2

2. 4 .

3. 1

4. 1

5. 3

6. 3

7. 1

8. 2

QuestiOs-2, 5, and 6 may, involve value issues. If, for example, the
. travelers chose td stop by the river because they valued the view, or

the water fox its uses, then this would be nsidered an:axiological
quest-lo . . Many deciStons in literature ar ased on values if they

. are'exa ined in depth.

Task 6.5

Task 6.7

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. 1

Task 6.9-7 Nude Bathing

2. E

3.

4!

5. E

Skiing

I. A
2. Q
3. t)

Task 6.11

Problem 1 - Type 2
Stage.I'T Nestidoa cleanly stated.

(Comprehension)

Stage 2 Recall possible orderings
( owledge) arithmetical,
geometric, alphabetic11.

, Stage 3 - Check various orderings on-number
sequence. (Application) Reverse'
alphabetical order of word re-
presentation of numerals.

Problei 2 - Type 2
Stage 1 - Question ciearly stated.

1

(Comprehension)
Stage 2 - Generate alternatives. (Synthesis)

Sta

Problem 3
Stage

Stage

Stage

Problem 4
Stage

Stage

Stage

18 - 2 = 9, 1 - 6, :

- Submit answer to teachers for
valuation. (No student behavior)

or ermipe adequacy of_respon4e.
(Evaluation)

- Type 1
1 - Question clearly stati?4.,_

(Comprehension)
2 -'Recall formulas for findi.pg area

Of a triangle. (Knowledge}
Substitute numbers in formula.
(Comprehension) . I

Complete computation. (Knowledge)
3 = Submit answer to teacher. No

student behavior).
- Type 2
1 - Question clearly stated.

(Comprehension)
2 - Record matrix method of organizing]

information. (Knowledge) Use mat
system to find solttiona.
tion) Jeff = 1st, Bart = 2nd, M
3rd, Cliff = short stop.

3 - Submit answer to teacher. (No Stui

behavior) or Determine accuracy
answer from problem. (Evaluation)
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4.

Modul,

Management Systems"

T The teacher will be able to construct a unit of study usings
of six management systems for intellectually gifted students

as measured by checklists of criteria included in the module.
(Synthesis)

E The teacher will be able to,identify management systems
after reading descriptions and demonstrating compre))ension
level behayiors associated with each system. (Kn dge)

Unit of Study

T
1 I 1

i i
I

Contracts. LAP Interest Theme Grouping Indepe

Center Stu

."

S

e.4
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T The teacher will be able tp oenstructa -unit of study using one
-of six management systems for intellectullly gifted students as
measured byachecklists of criteria-included ip the module.
(Synthesis)

Rationale

Learning activities developed for the purpose of insuring that
students will perform behaviors stated in terminal objectives,may
be organized in a variety of ways. As we have already noted, in:-

, structional sequences may be organized in either an inductive or
deductive approach. Now we will examine alternative means for
transmitting instructional activities developed by teachers into

. learning experiences for students. Instructional activities are
activities designed by teachers. These activities must be.trans-
mittel to studentsin order to tiecome learning-experiences. Trans-
mission isaccorplished through a Management process. Management
it defined as a technique-for organiiping instructional activities
designed by teachers'for transmission to students as potential
learning experiences. All of-the management systems included in
this module facilitate differentiated instruction for students of
different ability levels and areas of interest-.- That is, these
systems are recommended fOr heterogeneously organized classrooms.

7
In this module, you will take the unit plah you have developed

and convert instructional activities into student learning experiences.

Students may acquire terminal behaviors-in isolation, in small
groups, or in large groups. Students may.receiye verbal or written
directions about which, behaviors are t6. be acquired and/or how they

Are to be acquired,or students may be expected to determine their
own direction.

e
A management system for gifted students will:

1. Provide portunities for participation in higher level
cogniti behaviors, and

2. PrOVide opporeunities for students to work tOwa -d increased
in:lopendence by:

a. roviding for flexible use of time, and

b o.t.pViding for flexible use of academic content.

0' -

Meeting these conditions for gifted students may be accomplished
in an-Y one of six different arrangements or combination of arrangements.
Briefly management -Arrangements include: ",

1.' Learning Activity Packets (LAPs) - self contained
learning experiences:

2. Learning Centers - bysical lOcatitio for storage and
presentation of learning activitie

".
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.

3.' Grouping - student groupsformed to facilitate student
interaction and interaction with content and/or processJs.

4. Theme Development a'broad'focal point within whleh several
specific directions may be taken.

5. Independent ,Study - product oriented study stressingfree choice
of topic and product.

6.. Contracts - individual student contracts_provide.flexibility.in
both rate of prOgression andelevel of difficulty for each student

You may examine each of the six basic'management techniques included
within this module and then select one system that seems appiopriat4 for *0

. to traitrit your instructional actibities into learning experientes for
students. he erminaloblective for this module requires only that you
organize yo instructional activities into one of the management systent.-r_
Examinc. each management system, complete the enabling objective fOr each
system, then Choose one to use for your unit.

a

`e 4
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LearningActivity Packet

Management Systems, 3.04

t

Ti The teacher will be able to organize instructional activities into
a LAP as demonstrated by the criteria listed in this module.

E
1

The teacher willbe able to identify each cdripodept of a
AP as a result of reading descriptions and studying an
example,'

.1'

Rationale:.

A LAP is a self-contalaed unit of work, designed to provide
students with:alternative objectives,Ind/or activities. The LAP
generally delineates.appurpose, or rationale for acquiringrthe
objectives defined and.is organized for independent use by
tudents. LAP' -s, Wray kie introduced to Whole groups ancysome

activities within the LAP maybe group oriented: References,
observations, and experiments outside the LA; may be cited and
students may be expecthd to gither ircorMation from a variety
of sources 11,3 well as developing a variety of ,activities out-
aidi'tbe LAP. Provisions for evaluating progress within the
LAP are usually included within the.LAP and students can '-
determine, based on Self-testing built into the LAP, when ,they
have' satisfactorily completed it. .LAP's caniused in
heterogeneous settings if the alternatives cited are yudiciently
varied 'to accommodate a range of student talent and tel ctual
Capacities. also: Dunn, Rita ward Kenneth' Du . Seeing,
Bearing,,Moving,"Touching Learning'Packages. . Te cher,-May/June,'
p.-48-51;and Jackson, Pat. The Writers LAP; 1969 Educational
Associates, Inc. ,

E
1

Abe teacher will be able-to identify each component of a LAP
as a result of reading descriptions and studying examples.

M

A LAP-is a meet of'paper or gjookli that contains:

Rationale - A rationale describes the.significance,of.
studying inforMation presented $tie. LAP and/or

.acquiring the behaviors stated in the terminal- objective.

2. Behaviorally Stated Objective - Identifies for the student
the terminal behaviors he is expected to acquire as a
result of completing the LAP.

'6

Learning- Activities - Identifies for a student the specific
activities. he may complete in order to acquire thWermihal
behaviors. Activitiep may be optional or required, or some
of each. All activities may be included within the LAP or
students may be directed to resources outside the LAP, e.g..
.a filmStrlp, the library, intervieta with a community' re-
sourceyeriOn, etc.

N. i.
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4. Evaluation - Provides criteria for the student to use in
determining whether OF not the ttrminal behavior has been
acquired and what to do if it has not.

ACtiViti 7.1

Presented below are excerpts from a LAP. Identify to which ok
the'four components each excerpt represents.

A. -Mastering the skill of-letzoducilig numercus ideas

in response to,sounds wilkhelp develop creative writing
skills. we

Listen to the four_sottratIg-i3Wiape and write one

word that describes an image of tl-e sound.

C the co nclusion of this unit, you will be able' to

produce many ideas in response to recorded soupds.

D. Count the number of images you have listed. Count

the number of different images yuu have produced, i.e.
images that are different eg. Muslcal.instruments are all
considered one type nf image, and nature scenes would be
another type.

If you have listed less than five image's and/or
three aifferent types of images for each sound, please
repeat activities #

E. Study the definition of. onowttopoeia'and write a
new definiti7,in your own words.

F. At the conclusion of this unit you will be able
to define'vocabulary associated with sounds and
images. '

G. Define the following list of words and have
a 5artner check your definitions. If you miss mom

. -than eight*, please reexamine the mis',:ed definitions

and repeat the test.

r''
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Teril!inal Task - Do not complete this task unless you have
selected thiv management system as 4 way of organizing\
"your instructional activities.

Prepare a LAP on a topic of your choosing and have a
colleague determine if the following elements are con-
tained within the LAP.

40

Rationale,
Appropriatz. reading level.
States significance of studying

'the LAP
'wives convincing reaspns for

,.completing the LAP

Objecti4es
Uses behaviorally stated terms
Contains'a preponderence of

41 higher cognitive behaviors
Stated\in terms students can

undetstand

Activities \.

Cledrly sttes what is to be done
States whi.Ch activities are

optiCnal wood which are required
Specifies a Sequence if one is to

be followel
Tells where resources are located

if not incltided within the LAP

Evaluation
Student can tell when he has com-

pleted the LAP
Student knows what to do 4.f he fails

to .complete the LAR,

If LAP does not meet all of these criteria ploase
revise and have itrechecked.
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Learning Centei

I

T
2

The teacher will Be able to organize instructional activities
in a learning center as demonstrated by the criteria listed in
this module.

s E
2

The teacher will identify components of a learning center as
a result of reading a definition and.otadying examples. .

/
Rationale

.110.^ A learning center is a physical location within.the cla ro

or school environment designed to provide ivariety, of starti g
points for student activity within one general area of investigation.
Learning centers are generally attractive, appealing-and invite the

. students' interest. Learning centers may contain a variety of objec-
tives to be accomplished, directed activities, and/or open ended
activities. Things to do'in the learning center may be color coded
by level of difficulty or area of interest. A record keeping system
Of who has accomplished what may be included in the'center. Raw
materials and references required for CoMpletion of actiVities may
be a part of the center or may be located'at othe*Roinfs in the room.

. Work may be done at the center or in other parts ofthe room based on
physical conZtraints. Time at.the center An be scheduled by indivi-

'dual,.small groupsor remain completely open - ended.' Activities within
the center may be changed periodically or the entire center may be
'changed.

The basic.idea of a center is the gathering.of ide.as and materials.
designed to stimulate student interest in pursuing some avenue of in-
vestigation, creative production; or simply the' acquisition of new skills
and/or information. The center may have a designated Sequence of activi-
ties that are organized either deductively or inductively, or the arrange
ment of activities may be open ended and left entirely to a students
prero_ative. See also: Gurske, Barbara and Bernardt, T.'Cote. Learning,
Center.Guide, California, 1972; VOight, Cl de R. Invitation to
Learning Creating a Learning Environment, W4hington, D.C.: Acropolis
Books Ltd., 1971; Morlan, John. Classroom learning Centers. Belpont,

California: Fearon Publishers, 1974.
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The teacher will be able to identify components of a learning
center asa result of reading a detiriition and studying examples.

A Learning Center contain3 the following components.

1. Rati/nale
2. Pre-test
3. Rulesjor°°1,sing

4. Objectives
5. .Stuftent,activities

6. Record keeping ustem '

7. Self evaluation device
e

- Rationale 2- Often, -with youngerstudents; the interest center
is introduced io..the entire gro, p by the teacher. During
this introduction, the rationale, as well as purpose *
(terminal objective) may -be stated. !Again with younger
students, rules and written directions' may be reviewed.
Some or all of these steps may .be an integrallpArt of the

,,center for Oldet students. 'First time users'of interest
centers will benefit Pwom a review of a]1 seven components
listed above.

2. Pre-test - A preatsgt may be administered to-the,enire class to
determine who &Mild be assigned ,to the ce:,ter or a Pre-test may
be included in the center and students given the opportunity to :
assess their own needs.

e

3. Rules for LiSingtne cen er - generally describes wht_n MeV be

used, who may us., it, h w many students may use it, and how the
'resources are to be ha ed. 'Location of additional resources
may be noted, any special sequencing instrucit.ions and/oi record

keeping instructiensnmawalso be -1=10.11v of,,Iods.

4. Objectives - Both terminal. and enablino objective -, may br, liven in
the teacher introduction and /or-clearly presented In the ren.er.
Objectives may also form the basis for a reczord epind system
with students held responsible for clieckiv off comrletod-b,
haviors.

I
P r

.

C. Student activities _ - Because the center is generally-q ..sei by
--..... different students at dirferent.times, it is necosspry to kcop

the activities format flexible. Activities presented on task
cards seems to be m t efficient. Sets of rat=k cards ma ; be

41color coded to desi atesvariouS enabling ob3ectives, level of
difficulty, or levels of cognitive behavior: Color coding and
number or letter designatAolls will provide'the opportuniiy for

.
e coding two variables,e.g yellow cards for enabling objective '1

with cognitive level (K,. 7 etc:) also recorded on title *_;atd.

6. Record keeping system - The cen,.?.r should have a system that provides
Students with the opportun ty of rrcorJing completed activities
andfor acquired behaviors. Skudont names down one,side of a

( matrix with activities /or bThaviors across the top is sufficient.
Color coding, if used,,may 1.e added to the record keepinwrhart.

lb
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7. Self evaluation devise - Self correcting formats for each
activity and/or enabling objectives should be available

'so the student, can deteriine q;lmeasure his own progress.

General - A center should be attradtive and,easily avessable
tb students. 'It should be a fun place to woek.

Activity 7.2

list components,you would include in, a center for 1st graders
and components appropriate for 6th graders. What teachei
directions would you give to each of these groups.

Terminal Task Do not lete this task unless you have selected
this management ayst as a way of organizing your instructionai,i
activities.

Prepare for a learning center, on a topic ofyour choosing
and havena 'colleague determine if the following elements are come:
tained within the plan.

,

1. 'Physical -Arrangement

a. _Does a diagram illustrate .an attractive
arrangement?

b. Does a diagram illUstrateease of
student_ use?

c. Does,a diagram include all component
parts?

2. *Pre-test questions *adequately cover topic.

3. Student Dieections
.a. Are student'dire-ctions clear?.
b. Are student directions all inclusive?

4. -Objectifies

a. Uses behaviorally stated terms.
b. Predbminately higher. cognitive levels.'

,5. Activities .

a. Will students be able to find activities
easily?

b. Are resources for completing activities

c. Sample task cards'clear and attractive?

6. Record keeping
a.. Matches

, ,

activities and/or enabling
objectives .

b. Students wilt be able to record their,
own progress.

7. Evaluation .

Self checking devicesare,available.
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3

The teacher wtll'be able fo'organize instructional activities
in a grouping system'as demonstrated by the criteria listed in
thin module. ".

E
3

The teacher will identify components of- a grouping organization
,%,ai'a result of reeding a definition and studying an exampl.

_Rationale

The organizationof a class into small groups is desigried
to meet the criteria for Management of gifted students in a
,variety of wayiR Groups may be arranged heterogeneously or

usly depending upon the task to be accomplished.
Groups y be given a variety2of different tasks depending upon
ability levels and ranges. Groups may be required to achielve
consensus in completing tasks or individuals may be invited to
work independently_ on tasks, within a structure defined by the
-group. Grouping within the'classroom may be a function of pre-
determined assignments or may result fromistudent choices. Or,

Almost any combination of the above may be:utilized to meet
Criteria of a management system for gifted students. as long as
there is' provision for,meeting the needs of individuals.

The teacher,will identify components of a grouping organization
as a result of reading a definition and Studyitig an example.

A grouping organization is based'ori one of two basic asstmp -
tions. Either students require interaction on a small group basi,
orMeMbers of a,,group have needs in common with other members of

'the group. Specific activity organization may vary depending on
the grouping basis. Interaction groups are generally formed for
/the purpose of modeling - that is, students with superior skills
are included in groups with students who need to.a6quire those
'skills. Common needs types of groups aretgenerally working on
the same type of task becauee of achievement_ and/or interest levels:

.

Interaction'Igroups'will generally be giVen the same set of
directions and all groups will he working toward the same or
Similar sets of goals* Group oriented projects such as plays,
skits, T.V. programs and simulatibn games may serve as activities
for these groups. Generalli'there will be §ort group consensuz
required and often there will be a-division of labor within the
group. .

.

'0
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SM.

common needs types ;if groups are generally a collection-Of
intividuals, each working on their own-task h limited interaction.
-These individuals constitute a group only becadSe t is easier to
give several individuals the same task rather tt 1 a separate task
for each individual. A clIssroom,.for example.co ld besubdivided

.

into four ability level groups of:

1. Basic knowledge and comprehenston level tasks
'2. Application tasks
3. Analysis.level tasks
4. 'Synthesis tasks

and any unit of#004k broken up so that each g.roup ebmpletes.all,
activities at (t#7designated

-

Grouping commonly allows the teacher an opportunity to-spend
timewith one group while other groups 'are working independently.
The teacher may then rotate her time across groups for periodic
evaluation, task orientation and/or diagnostic purposes. In

order for this to occur effeetively, eath. group.must have suffi-
cient direction to carp/ out its re.tponsibilities for at least
short periods of time. 0

Grouping may be flexible during any one unit and changed from
one basis to another depending upon goals.

The b4sic- need for a grouping arrangement is ti-lr'efore;

1) multiple levels within one basi. theme or t( laic ot, 2) direot:i4P4
for interactive activ,ities to he carried out within-the group.

Activity 7.3 In which grouping organezAtion would each o_1". the
following be likely to occur?

A. Select a Oommon animal and Lieve!op a
skit to illuttarr- how that ,animal relaty,4 te o'!,er
an onvironment.

B. jiritc a ioem 1 adt Ae.scrio yot.r

feeling first awake in the morning.

.Describe the geoc*raphy of an island
by interpretina tnE* symbols presented on the at
map.

Cralm a Fla' Et)r pyramid.

_Develop pro and con arguments for nuclear
,

F. . R Devel3p a plan for building a model city
and list ti,e tasks that will be re(iuived in order to build
the model.

O.*
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Terminal Task - Do not complete this task unless you have selected
this management system as a way of organizing your instructional
.activities.

Develop a plan for -ass- igning individuals to gioupt' interactive.

and/or common needs - and have a colleague apply the checkliit
provided below to determine if your plan is adequate.

1. Basis for identifying members .

, to groups is consistent with grouping. basis.

(Interactive - CoMmon Needs)

2. Instructions for tasks are adequate.

3. 4ftttractive groups) There are oppOrtunities
for different roles.

4. (Common needs) Higher level cognitive. be-

haviors predominate for intellectually
superior students.

5. Teachert role for interacting with groups
is &fined:

If yog have failed to meet all criteria please revise and have
yqur ylanrechecked.

a
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T
4

O

Theme Development

The teacher will be able to organize ingtructional activities in

a theme as demonstrated by the criteria listed in this module.

440'
*F.
4

The teachex will identify components of A theme as a result

of reading a definition and studying exaMples.

.1

Ratidnale

A fourth approach to management is generally classified

as theme developmentiand more specifically defined in, "The

Davis Model" (1978). The Davis Model (presented in its entirety

below) 'is most effectively used with an inductive sequence. In

410r fact, freedom required to focus on personally relevant, topics

can be partially destroyed by attempting to structure the prxgess

in,a deductive Arrangemenc. )5, unique feature of theme develop-

ment is the brainstorming used in Stage 1 and mapping structure

fc,r collecting ideas.

E
4

,

The teacher will identify components of a theme as a_result of
reading's definition and studying an example.

The Davis Model for Unit Development tas four stages. (see pg. 119
proceeds frOm the introduction of the topic by the teacher and a
series of teacher-directed activities which immerse the students
in the topic to a second stage in which the students commi, them-
selves to doing -n ind.vidual'project on the topic. The third
stage is comprised of a teacher-directed review of the knowledge°
base of the topic and student prOgres,reports on individual
projects. The final stage the model involves the presentation
of the product of student research and an evaluation of knowledge
on the topic.

The purpose of Stage 1 is to totally immerse the students in
the topic, not through instruction in facts, bur through questioning
and thinking. Stage 1 has no content goal, i.e. students will not
emerge from-it knuwing "x, y, z." On the contrary, it is intended
that the student will leave Stage 1 knowing only that he does not
know something that he wishes to . The process throughout
Stage 1 is *divergent production.

The teacher may initiate discussion of the topic by conducting
a brainstorming session. On the topic of science fiction, for.example,
the students, might be asked tb list all the thin4S,that they conside:
science fiction. Their responses might include some of the following:

Spiderman Frankenstein
Star Warp Peter Ran
20,n00 Leagues Urvier the :;ea Close Encounters

1'4
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Student ideas are recorded'on the blackboard with the central topic
in a box in the center: Lines drawn out from the box lead to extensions
of the main topic and these new 'headings in turn lead to new associations.

0111MIlo

4110111611011

A completed map presents a wide range of routes for- investigation.
Pori example, starting with the topic Seagull leads to habitat, oceans,
migrating routes, "Jonathan Livingston ", birclOdunde,
flight etc. Teachers may get a feel for the possible routes to be
teken by Constructing maps prior to their actual introduction in the
classroom. However, the classroom map should be primarily a student
product. After listing all of the students' responses, the teacher
asks them to categorize the things they listed and-then extend the
lists fdr each category. This sequence of brainstorming, categorizing,
and elaborating may extend over a period of tl,Tee or four days. In the
meantime, other activities are taking place.

In a science fiction theme, for example, the students may view a
science fiction film and write their own questions for discussion. Or,
they may be challenged to role-play e caracter frbm the film
or speculate as to "what I would have done..." They read (and/or
are read to) science fiction short stories and discuss what the
stories have in common,and how they are different. They hear
poetry which is science fiction. They view art which was produced.
for science fiction. They,discuss analogies like; science'is to
science fiction as They react personally to science fiction
by adding themselve's as a character in,a story, critiqueing a work,
or hypothesizing. about how they would relate to a science fiction

-writer or character asa person. They imagire sequels to plots
they have encountered and outline original works in response to
science fiction music. They expand or condense characters through
dialogue or monologue.' They illustrate science fiction works. All
these activities are a part of Stage 1 of the model and ta): place
in large group settings under the direCtion of the teacher.,-, The
most accurate estimation of length for this stage is Obtained.from
the students. When they begin to indicate ttley would like to find
out more about "this" or "that", it is time for Stage 2.

Stage 2 begins the convergent process for students. Each student
must make arrindividual and written commitment (project erdposal) to
do a project on the topic. The students have-sampled a wide range of
products as well as areas of investigation: At this point the student
is evaluating thevast amount of information at hand and his or her own
personal interests, And making a decision to pursue something in parti-
cular. During Stage 2, students receive 'clarification of resources and
product possibilitte;,, and gUidance in research techniques from the
teachir, but-they are directing their own project and organizing their
own learning experiences. Optional small group sessions focus on such
issues as "If I were investigating fhe life of an author, I would..!"
and "How to find out about science fiction that has .come a reality."
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These teacher-directed small groups are scheduled in response to
students' needs. , The 'management system daring this stage musts allow

for the flexible scheduling of all activitids so students can work
ihdependently and in small groups.

There are two parts to Stags' 3. Virst, progress reports by indi
vidualsars given to small groups for feedback and 'suggestions.
student then finaliias his own plan for the completion of his product
by the announced deadline. This .7inal gam is reviewed by the t
ar4 student confarez.ne.' At that time the teacher.
s101 identify any student needs Which 'airiness arisen and assist
any PrOblems. The *soma part of Stags 3 concerns the minima
base required by the teacher or curricu1t on the topic. The tea
establishes: the criterion (amoUntiereas of knowledge) t *114
must meet to pees the unit. In many cases this will 1MS
student*, but it is essential to formally establish Os

evAkwat there is no misursderstandisq as to the
the unit. Stage 3 the teacher continites to 11104,t with

indiwiduallY and in groups to meet their `heeds, focuminqsai
on the basic Itepwledge r -ements. In science fiction, for *POMP
the minimum requirements for owledge are the following:

The student will be able to brifely describethe history
of science fiction as a literary genie.
The student will be able to identify a work as science
fiction or not science fiction and support his or her
conclusion with evidence fro! the story..
The student will be able to describe tha five pest famous
fiction writers and at least one of each of their works:

In Stags 4, t1e students share their products with the class.
Each student receives a copy of the presenter's project propoXal and
.evaluates his product in terse of it. In addition, the students are
tested on the objectives outlined in Stage 3. The queitions, however,
requfre more than simple recall. Instead, they assume the basic
knowledge and require-the student to go beyond it. The science fiCtic
test follows:

Choose one of each two to answer:

7'1. Briefly outline the history of science fiction as it
will be written for-the next fifty yeari.
Rewrite science fiction history as it would have developed
if motion pictures had not been invented.

2. Define "artistic fiction" and briefly describe how a
particular science fiction work might be modified to fit,

, this category. N

Modify your favorite fairytale to fit the definition of
science fiction as you understand it.

3.- Choose one of the five major writers And describe what
the effect would have been on a particular work if he
had been blind.

Describe the characteristics of a "great science fiction
writer."

1/44.1
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Such synthesizing form?the core of the entire model All these test.

questions .require the student to takea new perspectOte in the infor-

mation he or she'has.abquired. tValuation of responies to questions

is Made on the basis of the degree to which the student heeded the

'problem conditions, the extent. and coherence of the-support offered,

and the conziatency of the conclusion. It is especially important

that the eviluatien be in terms of. the students'' on proposals-andl

in terms of pie problem condition Stated in the test item. Otherwise

the-entire process of student responsibility.in thought and action is

negated through the imposition of an external standard.

In review, the fourstages and their' Components are:

Stage l- ION, Activities include the following:

Brainstorming Poetry appreciation,

Categorizing 'Art appreciation .

klaborating Personally reacting-

Role7playing - Critiqueing

Attribute.listing Examining implications

Comparing and contrasting Illustratin,f!

Questioning Music appreciation

Stage 2 - COMMITMENT, Individual students deride what, when,
where, and hoe about a particular area of the topic.
They write project proposals and line up resources.
They begin research. .

*

Stage REVIEW
a. Project rroposal review and'revisionc final

1

product commitment.
b. Review of minimum knowledge requirements as

Criterion for evaluation. ,

Ste 4 - EVALUATION
a. Project presentation

b. Synthesis question, test

The process begins with divergent thinking sp.that as many ideas
As possible are eiplored. To leave it at this, however, may result

in the students Itarning rmny unconnected details.. The proef-sq

Mitts, therefore, at Stage 2 to convergent thinking in an area of
personal interest to the student. Finally, the "basics" of the topic

are received and some closure is achieved through"the completion of

projects. The door is thrown open again, however, for further thought
investigation and research through the use of synthesis queetions on

the final examination.

127
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Actiltity 7.4

Com,etruct a map aroma
be

topic Pluto. The map is started

Briefly describe, in your own words, each of the four,stages
-in the Davis Model.

Stage:

Immersion

Stage 2.

CoMmitment

Review

Stage -4

Svaluatiot. 128
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Terminal Task --Do not completp thiktask unless you have selected.
this management-system as a way of organizing your instruct :oval
activities. -

ti

Construct a map -illpstratiirkthe major.topics and subtopics
included,in your unit of'study. Litt-the resources to be used
in the immtivion part of the _Plan, list, the of products

:that might emerge from investigation of the topic and identify
the resources you would have to4mOvide in order to-;:make the
unit successful.

Have a colleague apply the cheklist provided below to
determine if you bailie met thia'aleCtive.

1. Map is comprehensive and iimludes,routes
for investigations in math, literature,
science and social science.

2. -Immersion resources are motivating and
'informative.

3. Product suggestions are reasonable goals
for intellectually gifted students.

4. Adequate resources are available for com-
pleting the products.

*vise if criteria are not satisfied.

1 2



STAGS :
COMMITMENT

CONVERGEWr

PROCESS

STAGE 3:
REVIEW.

DAVIS MODEL OF UNIT DEVELOPMENT FOR/GIFTED STUDENTS
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Independent Study

The teacher will be able to describe how to use "independent study"
aCen individualizing technique (as measured by.a checklist of
criteria' for evaluating an independent study program). (Comprehension)

SI teacher will be able to define "independent study" as a
result of reading,a_description pf it. (Comprehension)

The teacher will be able to identify students for independent
study programs as a result of reading about the type of student
who qualifies. (Comprehension)

3
The-teacher will be able to describe the process of directing a
student's independent study as a result of studying a. description
and several examples. (Comprehension4.

ti

Rationale

*Independent Study" is an instructional technique Which
used to achieve tindividualization. It is often thought .

_es a traditional exercise reserved for older and/or advanced
The thesis, term paper, and dissertation,a-e all the
i*suit of ndependent study but to define it in terms of these

exerc ises is to limit the concept severely. Although the product_
is-essential in independent study, it is not its onIf defining
Characteristic. Nor is age or expertise essential.

Instead of the\traditionil potions, an independent study
project can be more accurately associated with putsginc a tangent,
elaborating, on a digression or chasing an "elusive butterfly" far
afield. It is the pursuit of some knowledge or integration that
can best be achieved alone.

When teaChers do use the, technique of independent study,
they create lore powerful learners. They are teaching the kind
of 1eaming4that takes place for the 75% Ofthe total life span
notipent in *institutions of learning". .

Ibis approach is more concerned with student decision-making
Ithear-vith content and should be used to extend a students thinking
Imikrandte basic requirements of most units of-study. Do not ex-
peat to ."cover" a predetermined body of content with this approach.

o r
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The tench/05in be able to define'"independent study" as a
result of reading a description of it.

Independent study is the process in which an individdal
gathers and /or- manipulates information in a structure of his

own desigh on a topic of his own choosing.. It results in a pro-

'duct which can be shared.

The key to independent study is a Berets conbept is the

phrase min a.' stricture of his own deli it is an opportunity

for thestudent to construct- hfit own plan to achieve a goal. He

cam seekebelpin-construatpArthet plan. He May need help in
Areeitm.up a.riaistictime frame or locating helpful sources of
information. The teacher will probablylhe theisain source of much

of this, information._ in a sense, the responsibility for etiu4wring,
Study has .been shifted from the teacher to the,student "the shoe

is an the other foot" so torspeak.. The ultimate dectsions about
whewto work, what to do, how to organiie it is up to the student
iho isdoing-inOependent study.

The product to be sharib is essential because it focqaes the
entire process on a goal. Independent'itudy is goal-dirAVaa
activity. Tice sharing brings the indepehdent-thinker'hack to,g
forcing him to get feedback and polish his ideas. ,Even in-primary
grades, this sharing often 40iike_like;_a-vollotpiium in which

the emphasis s on constructive criticism.

The at di right to choose the topicilscrucial. Independent

study is diff t, and the sustained motivatiosinecessary qan beSi
be achieved as a result of efer1140114 commitment on the art of the

student. Choosing the goal gives the student a kind of tership

over the project which helps in-difficult moments.

Adtivity 7.6 Write.a definition of independent st

E
2

The teacher will be able to identify students for independent study
.programs,as a result of reading.a.discussion of theJtype of student

who qualifies.

Any student'who is Motivated, can make Aecision's and can commu*

. cate his ideas is a candidate for an independent stud_ project.

The "motivation" is specifically a curiosity about' something -

need to know. A student has to recognize.he doesn't know something
and then watt to know It:- In some people this .is a natural tendency.
They are always discovering something they do.nOt know anything about

but would like to. They want to know badly' enough to find out.
Teachers can cate "want to know" situations by presenting tidbits
of informationhTet the "tips of ,icebergs." s-.In primary grades,' thi-
might be just the fact that there are dozens of shades of blue that

all have names. Students of geometry may be intrigued by 'the most

beautiful rectangle."
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Decision-making on the part of the student in an independent
study prd4ram is constantly ,required. A student who asks questions
About paper size, wilting utensil type, composition length, etc. is
not usually a candidate for independent study. The student must not
only make-thosd.deCksions, but also decisions about the organization
of time, materials, and information. Hemay seek input from the
teacher to make his decisions but not nhe decisions themselves.

Since the product must be shared the student must be able to
communicate her ideas in some medium. The process of independent
study also requires communication. Because the teacher is not
establishing and directing the steps of the learning process, an on-
going dialogue between teach'ee:and student is waintained. The'student
shares with the teacher the, things he is thinking and doing on his
project.

Activity 7.7 Describe the independent study student.

E. The teache 11 be able to describe the process ot-directing a student's
independent 4..udy as a result of studying a description and several ex-

.

amples.

M

The process of directing a student's independent study can be re-
viewed in terms of four components: the renvironment , "the task,-the

teacher's role, and the student's role.

The learning environment thich supports independent study is-
characterized by a wide variet of shared information. Things'of
interest to th students and teacher are displayed everywhere. There
is a.profusion of resources - paper, maskers, file folders, books,
Magazines, reports. The atmosphere is one of shared inquiry. Everyone
is interested in something and the classroom is their forum.

A teacher, can create such a learning.environment by always showing
an interest in what the students are interested in. A good way to
begin is with, an interest inventory. The tea'cher can

model sharing by talking about some personal interests and sharin4
books and other resources she has used to exparldOer interest. New
topics from the curriculum can be personalized by asking for sellder,lt
input from personal experience.

Even though these activities are Alit academic,*they are i.re-.-

limanary to independent study in an academic area because they set.
the tone for 5haring. The idea is tc rice sharing easy and valued so
students will comforVable pur;saing the,t own ideas and sharing them.
These activities will help students to feel that the teacher and Others
in the class appl.eciate and want to hear their ideas.

The Task

In independent study, the teacher and student establish the task
together. The requirements are 'tnat there he a produ"t to be shared,
and that throughout, the process the student communicate with the teacher
on a regular basis.
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The initial meeting to establish the task for an independent
study should focus on the selection of a topic, a review of. the
requirements, and setting a date foi- the next conference.

The focal point,of each successive conference is dependent
on the pace the student sets, but content Of these conferences
should be'som'ething like thttfoilowingl

N
1- Selection of a topic, review of requirements,

,setting date for next conference.
2- Clarific4tioe of chosen topic (narrowing if

necessary), discussibn of possible resources,
listing of_questions to be answered, setting

. datefor next conference.
3- Progress report on in

f
ormation gathered, discussion

of possibilities fo organizing. information, setting
... date for next Conference.

4- Review of information gathered, check on. questions
asked at. beginning, redefinition of topic, setting

- .

date for next conference.
5- Discustion of nays to share information, and how to set

. and accomplish.goals for a presentation, setting date
for practice rug.

6- p.ractice run of sliaring session. 1

,..

At each stage of the independent study process, :loth the teacher

and student, have respOnsibilities to fulf41.6
. , A i

The Teacher

At each stage of the' independent study process, the teacher is
serving as a resource for the student, providing him with help in
gathering, organizing and sharing infcrmation. The conferences are

directed by the teacher to discern the student's progress and current
needs. Mini-lessons on the topics mentioned in "Task" also occur.
Sometimes F;.-veral students may be moving through this process at

about th_ same rate. If so, the mini-lessons may be conducted with

that small group. Each student should also have an individual con=
ference to set specific goals for the period of time Eefore the next

meeting.

The teacher's responsibilities during the independent study

-process are: 0

1- Establish requirements.
2- Monitor the student's progress.
3- Provide constructive feedback. -

4- Instruct the student in research tephniques.
5- Evaluate student's work.

Evaluation of independent study projects/is based on how well the
student met the original goals, how well he participated in the process,
and how effectively he shared his products The evaluation of accom-list

meat of goals and effectiveness of the sharing are done with the student
The evaluation of how well the student participated in the process is
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done by the-,,teacher. It includes the depth of the research, degree
t124111111111

of preparation for conferences, and the degree of responsibility
assumed by the student.

The teacher should keep a folder on each,child doing an
independent study that includes his proposed topic, notes
conferences, and any other pertinent information.

The Student

After a few students have done an independent study, others will
be asking about it. To'help the student decide if he should undertake'
an independent study project, he should receive a copy of the following
questions:.

a
1- Are you interested in knowing more about something?
2- Do you enjoy figuring things out on your own?
1-, Do you like to organize information?

4-" Do you like talking about the ideas you're working
on and the things you are doing?

5- Can you teach people about things you know about?

If you answered yes to all of the questions above, you would
-probably like doing an independent study . It gives you a
chance to do some thinking and investigating .on your own'and
get credit for it besides.

When a student decides to do an independent study he signs the
following contract:

In fulfillment of the requirements of an independent study, I
agree to:

1- Investigate a topic of my own choosing.
2- Prepare a product to be shared.
3- Participate in the evaluation of my performance

in the independent study process.
4- Communicate with the teacher on a regular basis

during the process.

Name Date

Proposed topic of investigation

t*,

-Activity 7.8 Describe the process of directing an independent study
in terms of the four components of environment, task,
teacher, and student.
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Nr.

Terminal Task - Do not complete this task unless you have
selected the independent study option as a means for
transmitting your activities to students.

Describe how you would structure the environment to
facilitate independent study and describe the process of
setting up independent study programs within your unit of
study.

Have a colleague apply the following criteria to
determine if you have met this objective.

, 1. Is the environmero- conduZive to student
selection of a t-lpic?

2. Has the student been given an opportunity
to, acquire sufficient background of
knowledge

and skills for indepehdent.study?

3. Are there ample opportunities for
choosing a topic a's an extension of
this unit?

4. Does the plan for independent st-ly
spocify student and teacher respon-
sibilities?

Revrso if needed.



3. Small group is kir so loudly,
,ne ghboring sty. Ls complain
that they can't dncentrate on
their work.

4. John (returned from isolation)

sits sullenly at his desk doing
nothing.

5. Betsy, with whom teacher is having
conference hasfailed tocomplete
her contract.

Social Independence 142

E
4

The teacher will beable 6 describe the use of "Magic Circles' as a
result of.reading about the use and application of "Magic Circles".
(Comprehension) .

The magic circle is a systeMatic procedure designed for several
specific uses. Bessell and Palomaies (1973) recommend the circle
arrangement as the basis for a human development program while authors
like Glasser and Gordon use a circle type arrangement -07 ecItabaishing
group participation in group decision - making and group l'oblem-solving
Bessell and Palcmares recommend that the magic circle at grades K-4
.be:developpd Over' time. They recommend starting with three groups
and building* to the full class circle over a time period of from
three to 24 weeks. Variations in dew pot depend on class composition.

The magic circle arrangement provides for:

1. 'Focusil-N attention on a speaker.

2. Establishing eye contact between speaker,s and listeners.

J. Focusing attention on listening.

4. Securing contributions from everyone wt.:, wi,he% to
contribute.

5. Establishing and practicing ru:, . for speaking and
listening.

.'Conducting a variety of class discussions including

decision-making, problem-solving, exploring feelings,
and 'ntroducing units

Procedures for operating within the circle are generally t-stiblished
with topics that provide opportunities for non-threatening and positiv(=
type responses. e.g. "-I really feel good about _", w'lere each
.child in turn has an opportunity to res.-viand or pass. Conf 4_ic.enpe-in re-
sponding and discussion is developed-to the point whore realptnblmf.

' can be solved, feelings can be shared, e.g.- "How I felt when i dtd
get attention." and opinions expressed, ''.g. "1 did'not like it when th(_
teacher' .

Numerous specific activities for establishing and maintaIninT tht'
magic circle are provided in the Bessell and Palomares material.

-,
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Task 8.8 Write in your own words, a brief descriptiomof
magic circle.

Terminal Task - Briefly describe how you would plan to apply the concept
of social independhce in your unit of study. Give at
Ifiast one specific evtample of how"the concept can be
associlVbd with a specific activity witOmsthe unit.

I
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Student Contracts

T
6

The teacher will be able to organize instructional activities
into a system of student contracts as demonstrated by criteria
listed in this module.

E
6

The teacher will be able to identify components of a
contract after reading a description and studying examples.

Rationale

Student contracts,provide a flexible system for teachers
to control differentiation of instruction. Individua. students
may be assigned (or may decide in consultation with the *teacher
or may decide on their cwn)oAectives to be mastered, resources'
to be used, activities, to complete. and/cr time line to follow.
The formal contract between teacher and ttudent states what is
to be accomplished by a given deadline and the teachers primary
responsibility is in assuming clear direction, access to appro-
priate resources and monitoring progress. Excellent opportunities
for student decision-making exist in this management system.

E
6

.
The teacher will be able to identify components of a contract

aftei reading a description and studying exampleg.

Initial use of contracts by students will require more detailed
instructions and fewer choices than will contracts with more ex-

perienced students. Presented below are samples of contract decisions
that illustrate progression from initial use to use with experienced

students.

Contract
List resources on the contract - student checks which

resources he will use to complete an activity.

Contract 2
List activities - student ,.hicks which ones he will

complete, and deadlines by which they will be completed.

Contract 3
List objectives and specify activities-to be completed for

each objective - students check objectives to be
mastered, activities to be completed, and deadline

for each.

Contract 4
Repeat 1-3 but this time adi an opportunity for the student

to add alternatives of his own choosing.

Contract 5
Repeat #4 but require that the student add at least one

alternative of his own.

1
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S

A sequence of limited choices to more choices to constructing
alternatives is illustrated in this progression of contracts. More
sophisticated and individualized contracts can be made by teachers
working with experienced students in which all of the alternatives
are developed during conference time. Contracts may be used in
conjunction with independent study and/or theme'development. All
contracts are signed by both the teacher and the student and each
retains a copy.

Contracts may be distributed at the beginning of a unit or
class period, they may be developed by students during a planning
time or they may be developed jointly during conference time.
Deadlines may vary from one day to one week or even longer, depending,

student need for direction.

Resources for completion of contracts are_generally available
within the classroom. Occasionally however, resources may be located
in the library, resource room, art room, or even the community.

Activity 'Lc) Develop a contract that allows for either selection
or construction of both objectives and activities to
be completed by the student. Include on the contiact
all necessary directions for the student.

inal,Task - Do not complete this task unless you have selected
the option for organizing your instructional activities.

tyke up *contract forms to be used by students in completing
activities and/or projects in your unit of study and list the
resources that will be available for students :o use. Describe
what both the slowest and sharpest student in this class might
be expected to complete.

Have a colleague check your contract and plah usihu thO
following criteria.

l-. Is it clear what decisions the student is
to make?

2. Are tte requirements stated?

3. Are *her,. options?

4. Are rewurrces

5. Is the range between slpw and sharp
student adequate?
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The teacher will be able to identify management systems after
reading descriptions,eild demonstrating comprehension level

'behaviors associated with each system.

Examples of Management Systems for different units of work.

A. A second grade teacher has the goal of helping students
increase their ability to generate ideas for writing
creative stories about their personal experiences.

1. LAP - A learning activity packet could be structured
aroumd, recalling specific personal experiences and
then using specific creativity tools (morphological
analysis, attribute listing) to generate multiple
ideas related to that experience. A final task
would be to put these ideas together in a story.

2. Learning Center - Task cards sequenced in a learning
center would require students to recall personal .

experiencessand to apply creativity tools to each
experience. knumbteof task cards could be in-
cluded to asgtOt some students focus on personal
experiencos.4-Putting together creative ideas into
a story would be the same terminal task as in a LAP.

3. Grouping - Groups could be formed based on
vocabulary level or common experiences. Groups

could write assuming specific

roles after initial writing has been completed. Each

student could write about personal experiences
following a brainstorming session within the small

4. Theme Development - A large group session would focus
on creative writing and fluency vocabulary associated
with personal experiences. A collection of experiences
and words would be collected and recorded on the black-
board and possibly recorded for more permanent use.
Each student would then begin to focus in on their own
experience and finally to write their own story.

5. Independent Study - Individual students can be given the
task of designing a plan for developing a creative story
About a personal eAperience. Options for format and
creativity exercises could be presented to the student
(or recalled from earlier activities) and the student
encouraged tr choose the one best suited to his purposes.

6. Student Contracts - A list o. Auency activities could be
offered on student contract forms and students invited
to check the activities they would like to complete.
Location of each activity could be given to the entire
group verbally or on a classrc?m map.
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ACtivity 7.10 Determine fin which management system each of the f011owing
events is most likely to occur.

1. Each student is given a booklet. containing
objectives, activities, and self-correcting forms for
completing a unit of study on ecology.

2. Five groups are formed and each group is
given the task of analyzing one type of literature for
a presentation to the entire class.

3. Three students have demonstrated a high level
of interest in the topic of deserts and you have ie-
cided to provide t#em with time to pursue their interest,

Each student is given a list of optional
144.16 objectives and activities for a unit of study on animals.

Each study must select 5 objectives from column 1 an4
3 objectives from column 2 and complete at least 2
activities for each objective selected.

5. The entire class brainstorms.on the
topic 'Iceland' With the teacher recording infor-
mation on the board in a mapping structure.

6. A series of task cards and resource
materials for the study of creative writing have
been arranged in an attractive display near one
end of the room. Students are requested to complete

a designated set of tasks and record their progress

on a checklist.

Now - Select one management system and organize your intructional
materials for presentation to students within that system.
Guidelines for developing the system are pro'ded and criteria

-for evaluating your product -has been provided.
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Answer Key,

Activity 7.1

, e
A. Rationale
B. Learning Activity
C. Behavioral Objective
D. Evaluation
E. Learning Activity
F. Behavioral Objective
G. 2valuatibn

Activity 7.2

1. Rationale
2. Pre-test
3. Rules for using
4. Objectives
5. Student activities
6. Record keeping system
7. Self evaluation device

Management Systems 130

,The s components would be appropriate for bothlat and 6th graders.
Teacher rections for both groups would include an explanaticn of the
use and ma of a learning center, and of the specific activitiesl
and requirements of this one.

Activity 7.3.

A. Intiractive
1. Common needs
C. Colson needs
D. interactive
B. Interactive
F. Interactive

Activity 7.10

1. LAP
2. Interactive Grouping
3. Independent Study
4. Contract
5. ?nem
6. Interest Center.
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Module 8

communication

4

T The teacher will be able to select the strategy that will.lead
to facilitating teacher-student communication,, as reasuptd by a

test of, "Teacher Responses to Simulated Classroom Conditions."
(Comprehension)

E
1

The teacher will be able to identify problem ownership
as a result of studying definitiOnsand examples of
problem ownership. (Evaluation)

k

E
2

The teacher will be able to construct dialogues using
"No Win - No Lose Conflict Resolutions," "Active Listening,"
and "I Message" statements as a result of studying definitions,
explanations, and examples of teacher-student interchanges.
(Application)

E.
3

The teacher will be able to construct material and logical
consequences for classes of student behavior as a of

examining explanations and examples of natural and logical
consequences. (Application)

E
4

The teacher will be able to describe the use of "Magic
Circles" as a result of 'reading about the use and application
of "Magic Circles".- (Comprehension)

Select a Strategy

1 1

Dialogue Natural/Logical Magic
Consequences

. ,

I

I

No Win Active
No Lose Listening "I" messages

1

Prcoblem

Ownership 145 4
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Sip

T The teacher will be able to select the strategy that will lead
to facilitating teacher-student communication asmeasured by a
test of, "Teacher Aesponses to Simulated Classroom Conditions."

(COMprahension)

I. Rationale

A general classrdom environment conducive to student exploiation

in higher level cognitive behaviors is necessarily based on mutual

trust, reepe4t, and openness. Students must be allowed to make .

_mistakes in order to feel the freedom necessary for open exploration.
They mast recognize that their dectsions are ilportant and that they,
alone, are Accountable for the consequences of their decisions. They

must recognize that there are seldom single_ answers to any one problem

but rather there are a range of solutions based on available infor-

)rtion and prevailing conditions.

An environment th\!'t allows these conditions to develop requires
that teachers serve i&the role of a facilitator rather than the role
of a director. The teacher must be responsive to the information,

skill base and feelings) of students. The teacher must establish

conditions that contribute to student decision-making in all classroom ,

related areas. These conditions must be established with respect to

both the social and academic behaviors of students. Independent

learning can only occur in an environment that f .tern social

independence.

An effective social environment appears to be a function of
communication patterns currently being advocated by such authors as

Thomas Gordon and Hiam Ginott.. Familiarity with the tools these authors

have developed will assist you as a teacher in reaching the goal of

creating an environment conducive to the development of student social

independence. The basic reference for objectives 10.1 through 10.4 is
Gordon, Thomas, T.E,T.. TeacherEffeCtiveness Training., 1974, Peter H.

Wyden, New York. The reference for Objective 10.5 is drawn primarily

from thq literature on behavior modification and personal experience.
No additional material is suggested at this time. Objective 10.6 is

based on the Human Development Program (5 volumes) developed by Harold

Bessell and Waldo Palmares; Human Development Training Institute;
4455Twain Avenue, Suite H; San Diego, California '42120.
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E
1

The teacher will be able to identify problem ownership as a
result of studying definitions and examples of problem owner-
ship. (Evaluation)

The "Teacher Effectiveness Training" (T.E.T.) approach
endorsed by Gordon is based on mastery of three specific
teacher behaviors. Behaviors are classified as; "active
listening ", "I messages" and "No-win, Nb-lose conflict reso-
lution." Specific responses are however, based on problem
ownership. --Problems may be owned by stucents, teachers or
jointly by the "tlidiaiit and teacher., Problems owned by

..students are generally caused by feelings that prevent them'
from successfully engaging in the learning process. Teacher
-owned problems are caused bythose situations interfering
with the teacher's-responsibility for teaching and Maintaining
an orderly classroom: Jointly owned problems are created when
students personal needs conflict. with teacher needs.

Examples - Presented below are several problem conditions and an
identification of ownership.

Problem - Owner"

1. Child talks during quiet
reading time.

7. Student makes the remark,
"This is too difficult, I
can't dc it."

3. Student hits a,classmate.

4. Student repeatedly enters
'classroom late after the
daily lesson has been
introduced.' Student is
coming from a series of
special music lessons.

Task 8.1 - Identify problem ownership.
s.

Situation

Teacher or class - violation
of class rules. This is a
problem for whoever estab-
lishe'l those rule's.'

Student - Student is expressing
a feeling of frustiation.

Student - student is generally
expressing 'a feeling of anger.

'Hitting might also be used for
attention or revenge.

Joint ''student has a need to

attend music' lesson and teacher
has a need to begin with the
entire '-lass.

1. Student fails to turn in homework
on time.

2. Student ,efuses to work with,small
group to which he is assigned
because, "They won't let me do
any of the work."

147
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Task SL2 Presented below are examples of student problems
and choaces of reacher initial responses. Select the correct
responsc.

-Student', i-eemark

1. I'm never 4otng to work
with her.

2. 1 can't dn it:

1. Billy rIllred my Fioner't.

Possible Teacher Responses

why don't you forget it; he
probably 4i1n't mean it.

Or
You seem to be really angry

with him.
sk.

Novi, don't talk like that
Just get started:

or
It seems very difficult to

0

We had better speak to Billy
about his bqavior.

o/

You're disappointed at losing
your project and angry at
Billy for destroying it.

you

h' low are ,;rveral s .d.'nt Fre' :Nns. 7onsfruct
t e -71." 0,11 ncj

401

"1"4
r I 44.

,-1

0
1 1'4 r

1 ,

0

1!,,, d- i

I r

r,r., r ir

1,r,,k, n-,

; 1,,1 , .W1'

--; t ,' !I; I

I I "

Is`

11 r

.n

")1, Resr.or-is-c-s

1 9

rL
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3. Student fails to clean up aftet a
messy art lesson.

4.'Student comes in from playground
and is overheard saying, "Noy,
I'm going to get even with John
for hitting me like that."

5. Student continually interrupts
during class discussigil:

6. Small group - -is" disturbingssurrounding

students while practicing their skit.

2

7. Student says he can't work because his
classmates are too noisy.

8. Student says, "I can't get started on
this project."

social Independence 136

The teacher will be able to'construct dialogues using "No Win -
No Lose- Conflict Resolutions," "Active Listening," and "I Message"
statements as a result of studying definitions, explanations,:_ad
examples of teacher-student interchanges. (Application)

Active listening is the appropriate response to student owned
problems. Gordon lists four leVers of communicatiori including:

1. Passive Listening
2. Acknowledgement responses
3. Door Openers,. Invitations to Talk

4. Active Listening (Feedback)

Active listening is the only level of communication that conveys
to the student a sense of understanding Active listeningpa.s designed

to reflect feelings of teacher empathy '.rd respect.

Active listening involves intera tion with the student in a
manner that provides the student wit proof of teacher understanding.
Teacher responsei are'desigAed to r fleet the student's feelings and
generally require that the teache naAe a guess" or "draw an infer-

ence* about the feeling of a st fit. Teacher feedback is 4nitially

used to validate understandi of student feelings -- teacher is .

guessing and initial responses are designed to determine if teacher
has accurately defined the student's feelings. Responsibility for

solving the problem is left up to the student. Teacher role is

solely to help the student clarify his problem and to look at it

realistically.
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"I messages" are delivered when 4 problem interfering
wi01:learningbelongs to the teacher.

Ai't6I Message" consists of three specific parts including:

1) What is creating the problem?
2) Identifies the tangible or concrete effect on

the teacher, and
3) Identifies= feelings generated within the teacher.

, Example "When you have your feet in the aisle (description of
behivior), I'm apt to trip over them (tangible effect) and rai afraid
I'll fall and get hurt (feeling)."

"When you come in late (1), I nave to stop
whatever I'm doing (2). It's distracting to
me and frustrated (3)."

"T messages are presumably effective because they:

1) Indicate# an ayreptance of responsibility for an
inner feeling by the teacher.

2) The teacher assumes responsibility for being open
enough to share this inner feeling.

f) Responsibility for the student's behavior remains
with the .,trident, and

4) ,Negative impact is avoided.

"I messages" meet thiec important criteria for cffective confrontat ion.

1) They !-.avc a high probability of 1-fromotihg,a wil:ingnes
to changc;

2) Thoy cc.ntain minimal negatiue oval'uotin of `rte student;
anti

1) They do bot inlurr the relationship.

Tar4k- 8_4 Pte'J bt d be:c.w are -xat 1-, of teach, r o..'r, I Fr ,b1. it:-

with al te rne i ; t i'i . of resi.onso.s. 'clect .1"'n" alIP cg'r I-1"
re'Ilon,-;e. . ,.

:Irudent 1.,)?, Poss11,10 Pespins-:(

1. Student fail, to NI-4,1.-e

books on book,-.hr

2. Student Interrot' duilng
a small groui

a. When you kr,op agreeMents,

I feel it's unfair becausc I

have to 'do all the work.

or

rohn, will you P1'',1'"

thc books you hale

a. Mary you art holnq very ),Ide.

Now bn,)1 1 am free.
)

Matz, thi otoup hiat m
when yon arc interrattino ar i I

am ofrl, they will mi.ss *tic
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3. A small group of students is a. Boys, if you can't work
making considerable noise quietly together, then you
while working on a project. will have to work alone.

or
b, Boys, your noise is disturbing II

the class and I'm concerned
that other people cannot get
their work done.

Task 8.5 - Presented below are teacher owned problems.
Construct appropriate responses.

Responses
1. Student'fails to complete an

assignment on time.

2. John is doodling ai his seat when
he ill has considerable work
to finish.

. St ,dent speaks out during class
disCussion without being
recognized.

4. Student runs to head of line her

prepaftnq to go to mu,, c:.

5. A student is tearing up your newly
-ler-igned learning center.

6. Student having difficulty
solving a problem.

'7. Students appear to he bo uring
a lesson that the teacher as

spent considerable time pre-
paring.

"No Win No Lose ..onflict Ro,-;olution" procedures are ti,cd when

te stulehr. and the teac ner.problem ownerst.ip is ?hared h troth

Application of eff.-ctiv c-cnflict ruolution procedure.,,, r-guiles,
a teacher skilled in active li,tening and, teachfr gho I cren nongh
to deliver honest "I mesages." Honesty, under,-;tan.liui and

to negotiate Must be obvious and share d by both parti( in -lf r nr ;11,

process to finCtion. The pro,es may 'le Arrlie:

and groups.

Briefly, the proce5 require, 'b t botn (all)
the resolgtion process participat ire:

1. Definin7 the Probl'm - a a,.cel-Isment eSt-

student and q. al-4i 1,,ient- r f r l =If 1, wit it +

prOblem is.
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2. Generating Possible Solutions - both tearher and student should
list a set of possible solutions.

3. Evaluating Solutions - both teacher and student should strike out
unsatisfactory solutions.

4. Making the Decision - a joint selection of one solution by con-
sensus decision.

'5. Determine How to ImplemeAt the Decision - write down conditions
implementing the solUtiOn and defining all terms in the solution.

6. Assessing the Success of the Solution - May not require a formal
evaluation but some- analysis, of solution effectiveness should
be completed following a trial period. Perhaps the solution
is worse than the problem - can't be afraid to change.

Task 8.6 Recall a conflict from your teaching experience,
define the problem and list several "Np Win - No

Lose" type alternative solutions.

E
3

The teacher will be able to construct ratural and logical consequences
for classes of student behavior as a result of examining explanations
and examples of natural and logical consequences. (Application)

Occasionally, there are tires when students repeatedly exhiJit disruptive
and/or irresponsible behavior. Such repetitions cannot effectively be
handled with the preceding suggestions and more drastic steps need to be
taken. This next stepitemporarily restricts student freedom but is
nevertheless part of a process designed to build social independence.

Student responsibility fcT behavior is developed through a process
in which the student recognizes that he is accountable for his own
personal behavior. Students are free to make decisions abo.t .,ow they
behave but they must recognize that disruptive behavior carries with it,
certain consequences. Standards for social and academic behavior should
be developed early in class discussion with student solicited descriptions
of desirable and undesirable behavior. Assurances should be given th
,everyone is free to behave in his own best interests but that because
this is a group - a social setting - 'considerable attention must be given
to needs of the total group. Behaviors that interfere with learning by
other mcnbers of the group are not acceptable and will be accompanied by
separation from the group. Separation is,generally preceded by a warning
and repeated offense sends the offender into isolation. Return from
isolation can be at the students' or classes' discretion or can require
that the student develop a plan for modifying his behavior. Continued
disruption while in isolation may result in a conference with either a
parent or a counselor.

The key to this process is a full and complete understanding of a
freedom to do as "I want to," as long as the needs of the group are
accommodated. Failure to respect group needs resultS in pre-arranvd
consequences that are administered quietly, calmly and consistently..
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Academic irresponsibility is treated slightly differently.
Failure to complete work within expected or reasonable time periods
are simply met with lew deadlines.that may require missing optional
activities, staying after school, or completion at home. Again,

the key is a clearly defined expr.taticn, reasonable time allowance
and student freedom to make the choice.

Example

A 4th grade class has discussed academic and social responsibilities
within the classroom and has arrived at two basic rules. First, any be-
havior that interfeyes with the rights of others to learn is disallowed
and second, all assignments will be completed by previously agreed upon
due dates. Social responsibility violators will be given two warnings
per day and then sent into isolation. Removal from isolation may be made
voluntarily when the student is. ready - once. A second violation during
the day requires a written plan of action on how repeated disruptive be-
havior is going to be modified. Continued disturbance while in isolation
requires permission of the principal to return to the classroom.

Academic violators simply miss recess time until work is completed.
If the student has made the choice to not work in school then repeated
lateness will require a note from home describing why work cannot be
completed during out of school hours.

Examples 7. Presented below are examples of situations in the fourth grade
classroom just described with teacher responses.

Student Action Consequence

During conference time with
individual students the
following events occur.

I. Mary sits day dreaming. Nothing - Mary is free to choose
when she completes her work.

2. John walks past a table and
pushes Billy's book on'the
floor.

3. Billy interrupts conferenCi,g
by requesting help.

Warning - This is interfering with
Billy's work. ,

I message "Billy, I would like to
help you but right now I'm workin
with Susan and your request is
breaking my chain of thought."

Task 8.7 Again based on the described fourth grade classroom, provide
appropriate teacher responses.

1. John (same cane) throws a par,er

wad at Nancy.

2. Michael _hits Craig as he works

by his table.
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3. Small group is talking so loudly,
neighboring students complain
that they can't concentrate on
their -work.

4. John (returned from isolation)
sits sullenly at his desk doing
nothing.

5. Betsy, with whom teacher is having
conference has failed to complete
her contract.

Social Independence 142

E
4

The teacher will be able to describe the us6 of "Magic Circles" as a
result of reading about the use and application of "Magic Circles".
(Comprehension)

The magic circle is a systematic proceduredesigned for several
specific uses. Bessell and Palomares (1973) recommend the circle
arrangement as the basis for a human development program while authors
like Glasser and_Gordon use,a circle type arrangement for establishinc
group participation in group deision-making and:group problem-solving.
Bessell and Palomares recommend that the magic circle at grades K-4
be developed over tines They recommend starting with three groups
anc: building up tc. Z-he full class circle ever a time period of from
three to 24 weeks: Variations in development depend on class composition.

The magic circle arrangement provides for:

I. Focusing attention-on a speaker.

Estat1ishing eye contact between speakers and listeners.

3. Focusing attention on listening

4. Securing contributions from everyone wLn
contribute. .

5. Establishing and practicing rules for speaking and
listening.

6. Conducting a variety of class discussions including

decision-making, problem-solving, exploring feelings,
and introducing units.

Procedures for operating within the circle are generally pr,tablished
with topics that provide opportunities for non-threatening and po-ativ(
type responses. e.g. "I really feel good about ", where each
child in turn has an opprrtunity to respond or pass. Confidence in r(
sponding and discussion is developed to the point where real rroblerwz
can be solved, feelings can be shared, e.g. "How I felt when I du' co
get attention." and opinions expressed, P.g. "I did not like it when
teacher

NuMerous specific activities for g aril maintaining the
magic circle are provided in the Bessell and Palomaips material.
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Social IndePendence 143

Ta;k 8:8 Write in your own words, a brief description of
magic Circle.

Terminal Task Briefly describe how you would plan to apply the concept
of independence in your unit of study. Give at

spc,-ific example of how the concept can' be
cp,:1-1'1,-1, with activity within the unit.
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Answer Key

Teacher, teacher gave the assignment.
Student, student is expressing a feeling of

"being left outTM.

m414 Teacher, teacher made the assignment.
i4. Student: student is expressing angry feelings.

rs. Joint,, student wants to express himself, teacher
*ants to conduct a discussion. ;

Socia1 Independence 144

!' S. Joint, teacher wants it quiet so all groups can
workiskit group needs to make noise.

7. Student, student needs quiet to work, joint problem
with classmates who need to make noise.

8. Student, student expressing feeling of frustration.

Task 8.2

b
2. b

3. b

Task 8.4

1. a

2. b

3. b

bill* 8.3

1. You are really afraid your parents will be angry with you.
5' 2. You don't feel it's fair for different groups to'co different

types of work.'
3. You feel uncomfortable with writing tasks.
4. You are feeling unhappy,because you haven't made new friends yet.
S. You are upset because Mary isyalways chosen as the group leader.

, 6. You are really upset because of all the work you put into your project.
7. You are unhaPpy'about the time it takes you to finish your. work,

!eak.8.5

-1. I'm concerned that, your not doing the homework on time will make it
very difficult for me to judge your progress.

2. John, I'm worried about the amount of time I'll have to work with You
later if you don't work now.

3. Mary, my ttain of thought gets broken when you try to talk to me and
/1m talking with other students.

'4. Billy, I'm always afraid someone will get hurt when you-run in the
classroom.

5. Max, that really makes me angry to see you tearing up something I have
put so much work into,

6. Billy, /-feel uncomfortable about the time I'm spending with you because
you do not appeat to be paying attention.

`7, Boys, I'm upset because I.have spent a lot of time on this lesson and you
ate not paying attention.

Task 8.6

Review steps in the No-Wi , No-Lose conflict resolution procedure.

!Milt 8.7

14 Quietly - John, second warning
Quietly - Michael, first warning
boys, I'm upset because,your noise is disturbing ether children.

. Nothing - John is free to choose or "I message" (see Task 8.5 remonse 2)
See Task 8.5 response 1.
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Worksheets 145

Appendix A: Worksheets

Module 1 Unit Topic:

Rationale:

-

Work Plan

Module 2

Cognitive Behavior Level Verbs Which Indicate Them

1.

2.

3,

4.,

5-.

6.

Module 3

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Concepts, Definitions and Multiple Discriminations
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Miedule 4 Technique:

Concepts, Activities and Cognitive Behavior Level

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Principles:

Problems:

Module,5

Terminal Ob3ective(s)
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Worksheats 147 ti

Enabling Objecitves.

1.

2.

3.

4. .

5.

6.

7.

12.

Modu1 6

Introductory Act jyii.y

Culminatinrj ALI i d.Ll y

1 Go



f

4

Modulo 7

Management System:

Description of tasks completed in conversion process:

Module 8, Social Independence Activitie,

Module 9 Academic Independence Activities

61
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Ctepleted Worksheets 149

Semplevf Completed Workplan

This is an abbreViated example intended only to illustrate each step.

Module it Unit Topic - Science Fiction

Rationale'- A unit of study on science fiction for intermediate level,
,

intellectually gifted students takes advantage of a high Interest
topic that comkines fact and fantasy. Although predominately a
literature Unit, the study of science fiction can be broadened
into almost any topic of- interest including mathematics, social
relationships, science, ecology, etc. Opportunities for research
into the development of Science Fiction, its uniqueness, its
proponents, and its definition provide substantial practice in

oomprehe ion, application and analytical behaviors. 'Projecting 1

beyond what has already been written and role-playing present
synthesis level challenges. Creativity in drawing, writing,

I

building, playing and hypothesizing abound within the topic. s

Science Fiction is a basic literature form that students and
adults may enjoy as a leisure time reading activity. Exposure at c
this stage of development will provide a solid founddtion for
understanding the role of science fiction in our world and hol.e-
fully, increasing the frequency of choosing this form of literature.

Module 2: Cognitive Pehavior Level Verbs Which Indicatf. Then

1, Knowledge define, recognize, rrcall,
label; distinguish

2. Comprehension

/Application

4. Analysis

5. Synthesis

describe, rephrase, 1,,-,;Irt,rJu,

illustrate, restate

apply, use, relatf,; omfft.v,

generalize

compare, conf,ost,
deduce, catior17,

create, produce, d(:1,
originate, formulut/_.

6. Evaluation judge, f i I z , ,1' ,

justify, at
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Completed Worksheets 150

Nodule 3: Concepts

le\ Science - The observation,' identification, description,

experimental investigation, and theoretical explanation

- of natural phenomena.
AultiOle discriminations: distinguish science from aesthetics,

art, philosophy, ethics, magic, history.

Fiction - Something invented or imagined.'
Multiple discriminations: distinguish fiction from non-fiction.

3. Literary Genre - A distinctive class or category of literary
composition.

Multiple discriminations: distinguish class from randomly

associated itemsin a group.

4. Future - The indefinite period of time yet to be.

Multiple discriminations: distinguish future from past ar.d

present.

Principle

Science"fiction is the lit,rary genre distinguished by imaginary
happenings set_AgWrhe future but based on present scientific
knowledge and using scientific explanations of hypothesized

phenomena.

Problems

1. tfow can science fiction cstend'present scientific knowledge without

contradicting it?

2. Where do science fiction writers get their ideas?

3. **write a fairy tale as science fiction.

4. Compare science fiction and other types of fiction.

5. Rewrite a science fiction story as historical fiction.

Module 4: Activities using Williams' strategies - please see Module 4.

Module 5:

Terminal Objective: Sixth gcade

able to identify the trends
writers have developed into
strated by an analysis of a

intellectually gifted students will he
in the present which science fiction
the realities of the future as demon-
specific work using that criteria. (N)

Enabling Objectivei.

1. Students will define science. fiction as a result of: (K)

a. .defining science, fiction, literary genre, and future.

b. reading, listening to and viewing several science fiction

articles.

2. Students will propose a hypothesis to explain why it is that
,science fiction writers are able to accurately predict new
inventions but not create them as a result of recognizing and
identifying specific examples in the literature. (S)
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Comr..eted Worksheets Al

3. Students will analyze at least a dozen works classified as .

science fiction to determine their. .corranonalities as a 'result

of generating criteria for comparing/contraSti.ng and reading
the works. (N)

4. Students will write a science fiction story in which( something
unknown in another science fiction work is now known as a result
of:

a) defining unknown,
b) identifying an unknown. element in a story,

c) generating hypotheses about Olen and it could be known,
.d) applyang, writing skills. (S) *

5. Students will predict 'the effect of a :,cience fiction "fact"
suddenly becoming real as a result of:
a) identifying_ a science fiTtion "fact-'">

b) resz.ating the "fact" to the present. (S)

t.. Students will evaluate a science fiction work in terms of
how it contradicts_our habitual ways of viewing things as a
result of:
a) identifying science fist ibrs concepts it. a ,work,

b) identifying present-day use of. those concepts,
c) relating a and b. (E)

7 Students will rew ritj a science fiction s*orY, cnaizaing the --ex
of. the main character a3 re3111
a)'at iuentifying inain character . J Muy,
b) identi thtl, implicatiLr,-. for th-_. story of sub5titutingi

an opposite -sexed main ohar ac r ,

c) at,plying knowledge of :>tory writ
8. Student s iwi11 tc noe :--at-ory thercselve

as a cha,-,,4 a' a retiult

al 1dientifyinti a ,,y,

b) creat inn 1 charaAc r,
-) ar,ak /zing t. *. o trIr,!1?-it 3,f-: -_-, -t-;11.-, -not*.

,. charactor . ,( .7)

J. Students wi II nil .:-.-', t 11ip,,'I' ,, " toi -at ion.-_,-,,II 1 a
'-.CiolICC-.., .f I c4- 3,--*r ,,,,trif or ir,,i , .. c

. 1-)-..u,-,un,i a", a :=,',11F" 01
a) ,::X.1`11111r,'; ' 't ' bl -.)J-)r )1-ha , I ..,-I' a t t I- , ,

b) drawir,I ,:o:,c1 us, Ions rib:. ,t 1.. ..n.t}s,r a,
c) mak Lnq 1 rjt-stl, ru 1 a zat It.:.. ( )

10. Students will i-,me.--ir, t',-., -1, f t tt
, '.-,,,rl, wr : t te7 14),` cats

1

apart as a r -- :I+ st :

a) 1,14-,,t-rt 1 f.,- I ra-; -',-.-, ..,,,i)--. WI i, )I) t ,

' b) toadin-a t', wor a.- ,,
c) 1.clnt 1 fy 1 r; o a a t t.. I 7.3 ',(,t . (',)

11. Student,; 4411 l_j 0,0-42 -,0a10,-1 t
,

1 1 1+1,-t rat- a,-! fr r i -,c, e,rtc ,
r e' work a i it -:.ult of :
a, identi : , ;pi :4,- , .-1 t-'-_, !.,)r : 1 1,.. ,' . -,' . , ,

b.) applying Ai"..i h' r 1,, sk ' 11 . t ,-

orient-1 ft e- commun at... ..),-, i r.. -bl t ot-:-
a .3t, )n ' * 112. Students' will 'n ye- ' 1,: i. ' to of t, , I t' 'l ,

a) Identi f/io,i lt ,Tilir-i or, ,i ,1 r ,4: -1' 1 P 3, 1",1, ,2 ,
b) adent a -J.-vat, a I 1 ril< her w,-, ,, - ,. ,,,, arid -- cil'7.,.',
o) resear rh a - ; t: , 1 a to ,-u, i ..-.,:it , ,, ), : t i .,,, , wn,; "a 14,j( ii t 0 ' 1".

ICI Orif"..t% t 1' I i -if " t ,i. i , I ,
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Completed Worksheets 152

Module 6

Introductory ActiVity: Where do ideas for science fiction come from?

1. Students will brainstort answers to the question.
2. Students will analyze the question for clarity as a statement

of t1 problem.
3. Students will gene ate a list of topics to investigate and, research

to use in answer± the question.

Culminating Activity (See Module 6)

1. Students will propose hypotheses to answer the introductory question.
2. Students wi.1 support hypotheses with evidence.
3. Students will choose an audience to present their products to.
4. Students will a4llyze the audience they have chosen for the purpose

of planning activities for them.
5. Students will formulate and practice a presentation based on their

hypotheses.'

Module 7

Management System: Theming, Contract, Independent Study
Desqr4Ption: Topics of investigation by students will be generated

in the introductory activity. The theme -ap will be posted in
the learning area. Each student will have a contract. .They

will be required to,coml.Lete enabling objective 1, four other
enabling objectives, and an independent study on the,topic of
their choice.

Modble 8

1. 'Students will identify problem ownership and suggest solutions in
the conflict between Harrison Bergeron &Diana Moonclamper in the
story by Kurt Vonnegut as a result of defining problem ownership
and conflict and reading the story. (A)

2. Students will identify the logical consequunces of Harrison's behay.,..,r
'and identify the .;ame for their own behavior as a result of a class
discussion. (N)

3. Students will participate in a Magic Circle using the stem; "If I
were Harrison I would have..." as a result of understanding the
rules,of Magic Circle and thinking about their own reaction:7 to the
situation. (K)
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Unit Plan 153

Unit Plan (final form)

Topic:

Author:

Population:

Management System: (from Module 1)

Rationale:

Z. Introductory Activity (fome Module 6)

II. Terminal Objective(s) (from Module 5)

III. Enabling Objectives (from Module 5)

IV. Culminatirg Activity (from Module 6)

V. Communiration Acts f Moiulc

VI. Bibliography:

)

Pi r "q11111111Wowm

(List any partlenlarly helr f.il ,,(mrces, and tho

textbook you used if any. Avoid copying biblio-
qraphi- information from the ,_:ard catAlOg.)
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Appendix C: Bibliography Format

1. Periodicals

Bibiography Format 154

Harlow, B.F. Fundam) tai principles for preparing psychology
journal article . Journal of Comparative angl Physiological
Psychology, 1962, 55, 893-896.

2. Books

Strunk, W., Jr., & White, E.B. The elements of style (2nd. ed.).
'.\tiew York: Macmillan, 1972.

3. Film

Wolff, L. (Producer). Rock-a-bye baby. New Yorke; Time-Life
Films, 1971. (Film)
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